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ABSTRACT 
An automatic experimental apparatus for perturbed angular 
correlation measurements, capable of incorporating Ge(Li) detectors 
as well as scintillation counters, has been constructed . 
The gamtna-garruna perturbed angular- correlation t.echnique -has been used 
to measur e magnetic dipole moments of several n uclear excited. states in 
the osmium transition region. In addition, the hyperfine magnetic 
fields, experienced by nuclei of 'impurity ' atoms embedded in 
ferromagnetic host lattices, have been determined for several ' 4d ' 
and ' Sd ' impurity atoms . 
The following magnetic dipole moments were obtained in the 
osmium transition region 
190 0 . 54 0 . 06 nm µ + ( Os) ± 
2 
µ + ( 1900s) 0 . 88 ± 0.48 nm 
4 
192 0.56 0.08 µ +( Os) ± nm 
2 
µ + ( 192Pt) 0.56 ± 0 . 06 nm 
2 
192 0.62 0.14 µ +I ( Pt) ± nm. 
2 
These results are discussed in terms of three collective nuclear 
models; the cranking model, the rotation-vibration model and the 
pairin g-p lus-quadrupole model . The measurements are found to be in 
satisfactory a greement with collective descriptions o f low lying 
nuclear states in this region . 
The fo llowing hyperfine magnet ic fie lds of 'impurities' in 
iv 
ferromagnetic hosts were d e termined; 
H. (Cd Ni) int - - (64.0 ± 0.8)kG 
H. (Hg Fe) . - - (440 ± lOS)kG int -
H. (Hg Co) - (370 ± 78)kG int -
H, (Hg Ni) - (86 ± 22)kG int -
H. (Tl Fe) - (185 ± 70)kG int -
H. (Tl Co) (90 ± 35)kG int -
H. (Ra Fe) - ( 105 ± 20)kG int -
H. (Ra Co) - (80 ± 16)kG int -
H. (Ra Ni) - (30 ± lO)kG, int -
where in H. (AB),· A is the impurity atom embedded in the host lattice int -
B. No quantitative theory is available for comparison. However, 
these results are found to obey the general systematics displayed by 
these fie lds. Severa l mechanisms which may b e responsible for the 
appearance o f these fields are me ntioned. 
Finally, a theore tical expression for time-d ifferential per -
turbed angular correlation measurement, which dup licates e xperi -
me nt a l conditions is developed and its importance in data an a l ysis is 
discu ssed . 
I 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The measurements described in this manuscript deal with two, 
relat e d, branches of physics, namely nuclear structure and hyperfine 
interactions. The conuuon factor is the experimental technique of 
perturbed angular correlation, which very o f ten makes use of hyper-
fine interactions as a nuclear probe. The discussion is presented 
in three parts. 
In part one the experimental technique and apparatus are 
described. Chapter II reviews the perturbed angular correlation 
technique. Perturbations relating from the interactions of nuclei 
with their env ironment are discussed. Specific measuring t echniques 
and data analysis methods are also described. Chapter III describes 
in detail an experimental apparatus which was use d in most of the 
measurements described be low. This automatic system, capable of in-
corporating any combination of Ge(Li) and scintillation detectors, 
has been used to improve existing measuring techniques. In effec t, 
it enables data collection and analysis at twice the rate of the con-
ventional s y stem. The automatic operation of this system is des-
cribed in enou gh d e tail to permit easy duplication. 
Part two is devoted to magnetic dipole moments of excited 
states in the osmium region. 
Nuclear ground-state spins and magnetic moments, determined 
from nuclear magnetic resonance, atomic and molecular beam, and 
optical spectroscopy e x periments have playe d a large part in the 
development of the nucle ar shell model. The use of Mossbauer 
2 
effect and perturbed angular correlation methods has permitte d the 
me asurement of spins and moments of nuclear e xcite d states. Based on 
these and other spectroscopic prope rties of e xcited states in nuclei, 
the ore tical descriptions of nuc l e ar structure have been de v e lope d, 
whic h account for many of the obse rved nuclear propert:l.e.s . In f oct, 
la rge de viations of me a s ure d magn e tic moments f rom she ll mod e l pre-
dictions we re instrumental in the discovery of colle ct i ve ex -
c it a tions. 
Collective e xcitations in nuclei are usually divide d into 
two groups; "spherical" nucle i e xhibit energy spectra which could be 
e x plained in terms of vibrations about a spherical core. These are 
the so-ca lled vibrational nuclei found near closed shells. The 
"deformed" nuclei display e nergy level bands, similar to those found 
in molecular s pe ctra , which are described as rotat i onal bands of a 
deforme d ri g id rotor. The s e nuclei are found in regions away f rom 
c lose d s he lls . In be twe en the spherical and deformed r egions a third 
c l ass o f nuclei is found. The s e exhibit large d eviations from both 
the rotational and the vibrational e xcitation mode ls. Such is the 
case o f the osmium t r ans ition reg ion, a region of disappearance of 
nucle ar deformation. This region, which includes the isotopes of 
W, Os, and Pt, has bee n used for a number of years as a critica l 
t e sting ground o f nucle ar structure models. Chapters IV, V, and VI 
de s cribe the measurements of f ive magnetic moments of low e xcited 
190 192 192p 
states i n Os, Os, and t, respectively. The results are 
d iscusse d and compa r e d with collective nuclear models, in Chapter VII. 
Thre e s u c h models a r e discusse d: the cranking model, the rotation-
3 
vibration model, and the pairing-plus-quadrupole model. The 
pairing-plus-quadrupole model currently offers the best microscopic 
description of collective excitatlons in nuchd, over a wi.de r t:mgt.• ..
of the peri.odic table. It is the only successful collective mod e l, 
so far, in which no a priori assumptions about the nuclear shape, 
were made. It is therefore capable of investigating "vibrational" 
nuclei, "rotational" nuclei, and in particular, nuclei in transition 
regions. Until recently, the osmium-transition region has been 
carefully avoided by theorists who wished to compare their pre-
dictions with experimental results. 
Part three deals with hyperfine interactions. This field has 
been growing steadily in recent years and provides valuable data in 
the understanding of magnetic and electric properties of solids. 
Its growth started from within nuclear physics by experimentalists 
who, for the last ten years, have been utilizing the strong hyper-
fine interactions to probe the nucleus. 
The hyperfine magnetic field at a nucleus of an atom in a 
ferromagnetic crystal has a complex origin. It involves phenomena 
incompletely understood even for the elemental crystals such as Fe, 
Co, and Ni. Substituting one ferromagnetic atom by an 'impurity' 
atom, further complicates theoretical investigation and indeed this 
problem is largely unresolved. These fields exhibit systematic 
oscillatory behavior (apart from the rare earths region) as a 
function of the atomic number of the impurity atoms. A quantitative 
theory which describes these systematics is non-existent. In fact, 
4 
recent attempts encountered difficulties in predicting the correct 
signs of several observed fields (the sign is determined relative to 
the external field needed to polarize the ferromagnetic domains). 
The mechanisms responsible for these internal fields, are pre-
sumably known. However, theoretical investigations are very 
difficult and reflect our poor understanding of the solid state and 
in particular, magnetism. Chapters VIII, IX, X and XI describe 
measurements of nine hyperfine magnetic fields. They were performed 
on Cd, Hg, Tl, and Ra nuclei, embedded in the ferromagnetic host 
lattices of Fe, Co, and Ni. The measurement on Cd was a search for 
internal magnetic fields other than the field experienced by those Cd 
nuclei whose atoms are located in regular sites. The Hg measurement 
resolved large discrepancies in earlier results. The measurements on 
Tl and Ra are particularly important since they are in regions where, 
from systematics , one expects the hyperfine fields to change their 
signs. As such, these measurements are sensitive tests of forth-
coming hyperfine interaction models. In Chapter XII the experimental 
results are summarized . The status of current theoretical investi-
gations is also discussed. 
Appendices A and B treat two experimental difficulties 
related to the measuring techniques. In Appendix A an expression is 
developed for the time-differential perturbed angular correlation 
measurement, which takes into account all time-dispersions in the 
response of various components of the experimental apparatus to 
timing information. The importance of the various terms in it is 
also discussed. In Appendix B, the effects of the thickness of 
5 
sources, used in an angular correlation experiment, are discussed 
and the necessity for use of thin sources in the case of low energy 
gamma rays is demonstrated. 
The large number of individual experiments reported here 
made a concise description of them a necessity. These experiments 
can be found (in almost as much detail) in Refs. (1), (2), (3), 
and (4). 
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PART 1: THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The perturbed angular correlation technique is an 
experimental method which permits the measurement of the 
Larmor precession frequency of the magnetic moment (or 
spin) of an excited state of a nucleus, under the influ-
e nc e of a static magnetic field. It make s use of the 
f ac t that the prc(c> rred direction of cmisi-don of e l ec tro-
magnetic radiation from a radioactive nucleus depend s on 
the nuclear spin orientation in space. The e xperimental 
system consists basically of two, garruna sensitive de-
tectors. One detector is stationary and is used to de-
fine a preferred direction in space with respect to 
which the other, movable detector is used to trace the 
angular correlation pattern. The introduction of high 
res olution Ge(Li) detectors, made possible the use of this 
technique in many cases (such as the ones described here) 
of Lnt c rest to the nuc l ea r physicist as we ll as the s olid 
state phys icist. 
7 
11. DESCRIPTION OF THE PERTURBED ANGULAR CORRELATION TECllNIQUE 
II.l Introduction 
In 1950, Brady and Deutsch(l) recognized the possibility of 
measuring the g-factors of nuclear excited states using an anisotropic 
angular correlation between gamma rays emitted in cascade. Aeppli et 
al. ( 2 ) performed the first such measurement in 1951. Since that time 
the t1c~clmique has been used extensively, and improvements in elec-
t1·onics and radiation d e tectors in recent years have allowed the 
m~~ asurcmcnl of moments previously inaccessible . The compl e te mathe-
matical treatme nt of the theory of angular correlations is to be found 
in several comprehensive articles(3). A short outline of the theo-
retical results needed to analyze data collected in our experiments is 
presented below. 
11.2 The Directional Angular Correlation between Gamma Rays Emitted in 
Cascade 
The probability of emission of a gamma ray from a nucleus depends 
on the angle be twe en the emission direction and the nucle ar spin axis. 
Gctwra 1 ly, in a radi.oac tive sample the nuclear spins are randomly 
or.iented l e ading to an isotropic emission pattern for gamma rays. How-
ever, the observation of the direction of emission of the first gamma 
ray of a gamma-gamma cascade selects an ensemble of nuclei whose spins 
have a preferred orientation in space relative to the observed propa-
gation direction. If one then measures the emission direction of the 
second member of the cascade, it will in general show an anisotropic 
distribution about the direction of emission of the first. 
- 8 -
------------I 
I, T 
-------I f 
Figure 1 
Ideal gamma- gamma cascade. The symbols a re define d in the text . 
- 9 -
H 
DETECTOR I DETECTOR 2 
I 
Figure 2 
Geome trical arrangement of the source, detector, and magnetic field 
in a perturbed angular correlation experiment. 
10 
An idealized garrnua-ganuna cascade is depicted in Figun! l, where 
Ii' I, and If arc the spins of the initial, intermediate, and f .ina ·1 
state., respective ly. The two ganuna rays, y 1 and y 2 , have multi-
polarities (1
1
, L
1
') and (12 , 1 2
1 ). The notation (L,L') indicates a 
possibly mixed multipole transition: for instance, for a mixed Ml + E2 
(or El + M2) transition, L and L' would be equal to l and 2, res-
pectively. If y 1 and y 2 are detected by counters separated by the 
angle e in the geometry shown in Figure 2, then the probability dis-
tribution for the observation of y 2 at the angle e relative to y 1 is 
given by k 
max 
W( 8) a;; 1 + L AkkPk(cos 8). 
k=2 
(even) 
(1) 
The Pk(cos G) are Legendre polynomials and the coefficients Akk 
depend on the spins of the nuclear states, Ii, I, and If' and the 
multipolarities of the two ganuna radiations, (L1, L1 ') and (12 , 1 2
1 ). 
It turns out that the Akk can be written in the factored form(l), 
(2) 
where Ak(y1) and Ak(y 2) each depend on the properties of only one of 
the transitions of the cascade. For a mixed multipole transition, 
Ak(y) has the explicit form( 4 ), 
where the Fk are tabulated coefficients(S) and the mixing amplitude 5 
is defined as the ratio of the reduced transition matrix element for 
the higher rnultipole, to that of the lower rnultipole; 
11 
(4) 
A similar expressions holds for Ak(y2). Thus, the measureme nt of Akk 
can determine the size and sign of a mixing amplitude. 
In practice , radiation detectors subtend a finite solid angle. 
The refore, the detection of y 1 and y 2 indicates that the angle betwee n 
emiss ion dire ctions falls in a range of angles centered about e. 
Al s o the de t e ction efficiency for gamma-ray pairs within this ran ge of 
ang les is not uniform, because the e fficie ncy of each detector d e pe nds 
on the path length traversed by the radiation in the active detector 
volume. 1 2 The replacement of Akk in Eq. (1) by Qk Qk Akk is needed to 
1 2 . 
account for these effects, where Qk and Qk are correction factors 
for the smearing of the angular correlation in the detector acce pting 
y 1 and y 2 , respe ctively. In the following, the Qk,s will not be 
written explicitly but are understood to be present in all expe ri-
mentally measured angular correlation coefficients. The index k of 
tlw sum in Eq. (1) mu s t satisfy the inequality 
(Sa) 
for mixed multipole radiation and 
(Sb) 
for pure mu l tipole radiation. In all measureme nts reported here , 
k is not greater than 4. 
max 
12 
II.3 Perturbation of the Angular Correlation by a Static Magnetic 
Interaction 
The presence of an electromagnetic field at the nucleus, while it 
is in the intermediate state with spin I, will cause transitions among 
the (2I + 1) magn etic substates corresponding to different projection s 
of the spin on the chosen direction of the quantization axis. In 
other words, the preferred dir e ction of orientation of the spin vector 
in the intermediate state is altered, thereby changing the angular 
correlation. The application of a static magnetic field causes a 
precession of the nuclear spin about the applied field direction with 
the Larmer frequency 
( 6) 
-in which H is the applied magnetic field, g is the nuclear g-factor 
of the intermediate state, and µN is the nuc lear magneton. If H is 
perpendicular to the plane of the detectors (cf. Fig. 2) and y 2 is 
emitted after the nucle us has bee n in the intermediate state for a 
time t , then the a n gular correlation patte rn wi ll be of the form, 
k 
max 
W( 9,H,t) oC 1 + L AkkPk(cos( e - (l)t)). (7) 
k=2 
( e ven) 
The observed pattern is obtained by mult iplying Eq. (7) by the 
probability that y 2 will be e mitted at time t after the 
emission of y 1 . This is given by a Poisson distribution. 
1 -t/T . P(t) = - e where T is the mean life of the intermediate state in 
T 
the cascade . The result, in three equivalent forms, is given by 
13 
k 
max 
1 -t/T G I AkkPk(cos(B - mt)j WT(B,H,t) oC - e + T 
k=2 
(even) 
k 
max 
oC l -t/T G + I bk cos (kB - kmt~ (8) e T 
k=2 
(even) 
k 
max 
oel -t/T ~ + I ck(cos (B - mt))k] e T 
k=2 
(even) 
where 
1 + 
and 
1 -
1 3 
2 + B A44 
Equation (8) describes the pattern which would have been observed 
experimentally if the experimental apparatus had a perfect time 
respons e . However, since the correlation apparatus has a character-
istic resolving time TO' the observed pattern depends on the relative 
magnitudes of TO and the mean life of the intermediate state T · I f 
TO<< T the obs erved pattern resembles closely that of Eq . (8). I f 
TO ~ T, time dispersions in the experimental system interfere with 
the angular distribution pattern resul t i n g in a modification of the 
correlation. This will also happen if TO ~ l/m unless the time 
14 
response of the apparatus is taken into account in data analysis. 
Appendix A describes in detail the intrinsic time dispersions in the 
various components of a typical experimental apparatus and presents a 
modified expression) for the time differential p e rturbed angular 
correlation) which duplicates exper imental conditions. If TO >> T 
the observed correlation pattern will be that of Eq. (8)) integrated 
over all time) resulting in the i ntegral correlation 
00 k 
max bNcos(Ne - N.6.e) 
·---- if -th I W ( e ) H) = ~ e w( e )H)t)dt oC 1 + J1 + (Nmr) 21 0 N=2 (9) (even) 
where tan (N6e ) 
II.4 Pe rturbation of the Angular Correlation by Fluctuating Electric 
or Magnetic Fields 
In addition to fields applied by the experimenter) the nuclei 
under study experience ma gnetic fields and electric field grad ients 
arising from their chemical environment. These fields fluctuate in 
time with the thermal vibrations in a solid or molecular collisions 
in a liquid. The fluctuations of the fields' ma gnitudes and direc-
tions are) in most cases) random in time. The effect of these time-
dependent interactions on an angular correlation has been treated by 
Abragarn and Pound(6) . To characterize the randomness of the flue-
tua tions) they define a "correlation function" G(T) as the ensemble 
average of the product (f(t)f (t - T))) where f(t) is some scalar 
random function of time . The function G(T) indicates the degree 
to which the value of ' f ' at time 't ' can be predicted from a knowl-
15 
edge of 'f' at the earlier time 't - T'. Abragam and Pound(6 ) assume 
that the form G(T) = G(O)·exp(-T/T) applies to the case of a liquid 
c 
source. The constant T , so defined, is known as the corre lation time 
c 
and represents the time after which f(t) has significantly changed its 
value. When taking the time-dependent perturbating fields into 
account, they find that Eqs. (1) and (7) are modified to 
and 
k 
max 
W(El,t) ciC: 1 + L exp(-A.kt)AkkPk(cos El ) 
k=2 
(even) 
k 
max 
W( G,H,t) oC 1 +I 
k=2 
(eve n) 
(10) 
respectively. The e x ponential character of the a tte nuation factors has 
been predicted by Dillenburg and Maris(l) for an interaction random in 
space and time, re gardless of the nature, streng th, or fr e quency of 
the interaction. The constant A.k is proportional to the corr elation 
time T . 
c 
S . f. 11 f 1 . . . (8) peci ica y , or an e ectric interaction 
A. c (1 + l)(21 + 3) ~ 0 (1 - (21 + l)W(l2kl,ll)], T (efin ) 2 ( -:,.d 2Zi ) 2 
k 40 (21 - 1)1 
(12) 
d f . . . (8) an or a magne tic inte raction 
1(1 + 1) (gl-1N:int) 
2
(1 - (21 + l)W(Ilkl,II)]. 
(13) 
The undef ine d quantitie s are the elec tric quadrupole mome nt of the 
inte rme dia te s tate, Q, the g-factor of that st a t e , g, t he e l e ctric 
2 2 
f i e ld grad ient and magnetic fie ld at t he nucle us, (j V/(jz and H. t' in 
16 
respectively, and the Racah( 9) coefficients, W. 
The total time integrated corre lation functions corres ponding to 
Eqs. (10) and (11) are 
k 
max 
W( G) oc. 1 +I GkkAkkPk(cos e ) 
k=2 
(even) 
and, the complex but manageable expression for k 4, 
max 
(14) 
(15) 
respectively, where tan(N68Nk) = NmrGkk and Gkk = 1/(1 + ~kqFK 
These effects are clarified by the following simple argument. The 
integrated correlation function including the exponential attenuation 
is given by 
k 
max 
W ( 0 , H) CC 1 + ) 
~ 
k=2 
( e ven) 
using the substitution t = 
k 
max 
w c e, H) o<. 1 + L 
k=2 
(even) 
00 
- mt))dt (16) 
1 
----T 
1 + ~kq = GkkT we obtain 
- mGkkT)) dT . (17). 
Equation (17) is see n to be identical to the expression for W( B,H) 
obtaine d for a rotat e d angular correlation without attentuation but 
17 
which has the angular correlation coefficients Akk = Akkc22 , and 
which is rotated with the Larmor precession frequencies 
w ' = kk Therefore, not only is the angular correlation attenu-
ated, but also the precession frequency is effectively reduced . 
In the measurements on osmium and platinum, the radioactive atom 
is assumed to be located in a regular lattice site of cubic Fe me tal. 
The short intermediate state lifetime, T -11 "" 10 sec., and the absenc e 
of ;:m electric quadrupole interaction in a cubic synune try lndica tc 
the product A. ·1 Ls very small and the integra ·l attenuation coeffi.c ic11L 11 k 
Gkk are approximately unity. The g-factor measurement of the 50 kcV 
223 
state in Ra was performed with a 
has a rather long lifetime (T = 9.1 
liquid source. 
-10 
x 10 sec) so 
Also, this state 
that considerable 
attenuation was expected. However, no such attenuation could be 
found and the angular correlation coefficients (corrected for finite 
solid angles subtended by the detectors) agreed well with the 
theoretical values given by Eqs. (2) and (3). 
On the other hand, the attenuations found in the Ra Ni, Ra Co 
and Ra Fe source s cannot be explained as resulting from magn e tic 
interactions. Scattering of the 50 ke V gamma ray in the source 
material is partially responsible for the observed attenuation while 
electric quadrupole effects could explain the rest. 
II.5 Methods of Analysis of Time-Differential and Time-Integral 
Measurements 
In a time-differential measurement, the Larmor frequency of 
precession is determine directly from Eq. (8). In practice, the 
18 
magnetic field is usually reversed periodically and the quantity 
k 
R(B,t) 
max 
'\:""' ~ bksin(kB)sin(kmt) 
k=2 
= (even) 
k 
WT(B,+H,t) - WT(B,-H,t) 
WT ( e' +H' t) + WT ( e' -H' t) 
1 + fx bkcos(kB)cos(kmt) 
k=2 
(even) (18) 
which is independent of the lifetime of the intermediate state, is 
111 determined. The measurements in Cd (Chapter VIII) were analyzed 
in terms of the difference WT( B,+H,t) - WT(B,-H,t) and the mean life 
of the intermediate state was also determined. 
In all other measurements, the integral correlation was observed. 
In such cases, the spin rotation angle ffiT is determined. It represents 
the mean angle of precession of the nuclear spin while in the inter-
mediate state. 
Three different methods are often used in obtaining ffiT. 
(a) In the integral-rotation method, the angular correlation is 
measured first without and then with the perturbing magnetic field 
and the mean precession angle ffiT is determined from Eq. (9). The 
+ 190 
measurements of the 2 state of Os and of the Ra Fe alloy were 
performed with an improved version of this method in which the angular 
correlation parameters and the field effect parameters were deter-
mined simultaneously. 
(b) In the integral-reverse-field method, the magnetic field 
direction is reverse d periodically and the ratio 
R( B) 
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w < e, +H) - w < e , -H) 
W( B,+H) + W(B,-H) 
(19) 
which is independent of the normalization of the function W( O, H), 
is determined. In most available cases, IDT << l. Equat· ion ('19) tlwn 
simplifies considerably and one gets: 
R( O) 
-2b 2sin(28 ) - 4b4 sin(48 ) 3 
b (2e ) + b4cos(4e ) illT + or(illT) J. 1 + 2cos 
(20) 
Thus, the field reversal ratio R(B) is proportional to the mean 
precession angle an- . The proportionality constant represents 
the logarithmic derivative "(j;1 ( 8 ) /W (8) of the angular distribution. 
Most of the measuremenm described below were performed using this 
method . 
(c) Equation (9) was de rived on the assumption that each detector is 
used to det e ct only one gamma ray in the investigated cascade . If, 
however, both detectors are used to detect both y 1 and y 2 , the ob-
served correlation is described by a s u perposition of two functions 
of the form (9), describing rotations in opposite directions. A 
rotation is no longer present and only an attenuation of the angular 
correlation pattern can be observed: 
k 
max 
W ( e, H) oe 1 + ~ 
atten L-.J 
N=2 
(even) 
2 
1 + (NillT) 
cos (NB) · (21) 
Us e of this, the integral - attenuation method is limited to cases in 
which the mean precession angle is appreciable (illT ~ 1) because of 
counting statistics. Also, only the magnitude of illT can be determined 
by this method . + . However, if, as in the cases of the 2 state in 
20 
190 Os and the Ra Fe alloy mentioned above 1 the two opposite pre -
cessions can be separated 1 a significant improvement is achieved. 
In all integral measurements the quantity actually determined 
is the mean precession angle. At present 1 a value for mr of about 
0.01 radians is the smallest one can measure with good accuracy. For 
-9 
a g -factor of ~ 0.3 and a mean life of~ 10 sec, Eq. (6) indicates 
that a magnetic field of about 6 kG may be sufficient to produce a 
measurable mr . This is the case for the measurement of the magnetic 
223 
moment in Ra described in Chapter XI. In the measurements on 
osmium and platinum (cf. part 2) the lifetimes of all but one of the 
-11 investigated states are of the order of 10 sec. For these, a 
magnetic field of at least 500 kG is needed. No laboratory magnet 
can produce such a large field . In these cases, the large internal 
hyperfine .fields at the sites of osmium or platinum nuclei in a 
ferromagnetic lattice were utilized in the measurements of magnetic 
moments. On the other hand, in the measurements on thalium, mercury, 
a nd radium, knowledge of g -factors allowed measurements of several 
hyperfine f i elds of particular interest to the growing field of 
hyperfine interactions. 
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rn. DESCRIPTION AND OPEHATION OF 'J'llE EXPEH.IMENTJ\l. Al'PJ\l{J\'l'LJS 
III.l Introduction 
The perturbed angular correlation apparatus described below 
was constructed during the spring and summer of 1968. The cor-
relation table was designed by Mr. H. Henrikson of Physics 34, and 
all parts were expertly machined by Mr. V. Stephensen at the central 
engineering shop. Digital electronic circuits, necessary for com-
plete automation of the apparatus were designed and built by the 
.:1uthor, as well as severa l interface units (routing, gating , etc.). 
Comn1L'1·c.i<1l units wt>re used in the c oincidenc e circui.t s th<~mselves K 
Actual expe rimentation with this apparatus started i n September 1968. 
The design criteria of the apparatus were as follows. It 
should be reliable over an extended length of ti.me. Its properties 
should be independent of small temperature fluctuations with time. 
It should be capable of using two Ge(Li) detector systems, two 
scintillation spectrometers, or a combination of both types. It 
should be capable of mounting small aligning magnets as well as 
Large electromagnets, and it should be fully automated. The 
results are describe d in detai l, below. 
III.2 The Correlation Table and its Operation 
The correlation table, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, consists of 
four sections: a circular rail, a motorized carriage, a clamped 
carriage and a center post. 
The circular rail supports both carriages and the center post. 
The carriages are constrained to rotate about the center post. One 
Figure 3 · 
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The correla tion t a ble ut i l izin g two Ge(Li) detectors. The 
r adioactive s ource is fixed b etween the po l e tips of t he 
ma gnet on the center post. The motorized carriage is at 
left o f pic ture . 
23 
Figure 4· The correlation table with a Ge(Li) detector and a 
scintillat i on counter . 
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carriage is clamped in a fixed position while the other is <illowc·d 
to rotate through a maximum angle of 180°. A J/50 HP, 115 VDC 
motor is mounted under the rotating carriage . A spur-gear on the 
motor shaft engages a large diameter ring-gear which is concentric 
with the circular rail. The two detector systems are set on their 
respective carriages, facing the center post. The center post 
supports the aligning magnet and the radioactive source. Its 
height is adjustable to allow lining up of the source with the 
detectors. 
Angular positions are precisely marked on the rail, in steps 
of 1°. In addition, there are seventy-two holes in increments of 
5° on the rail. One-half inch diameter steel pins are secured, 
at preset angles, in their respective holes (special attachments 
are available for any angle between two holes). The moving system is 
stopped at the preset angles by means of a latching device. The 
accuracy of this arrangerrent is better than one minute of arc. 
The latching device, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, is located in-
side the motorized carriage . It consists of a spring loaded latching 
yoke, a potentiometer, a push-button switch and a solenoid . The 
latching yoke engages the steel pins on the rail. The potentio-
meter controls the current supplied to the motor's armature circuit 
(cf. Fig. 7). The switch is of the double-pole, double-throw type. 
When actuated, it first opens the motor's armature circuit, stopping 
the motor. It then shorts the armature circuit to supress harmful 
induced currents in it. The solenoid is used to disengage the 
latching yoke. 
25 
Figure 5 : The motorized carria ge with .Lts DC motor and latchi n g de.vice . 
The soleno id which disen gages the la t ching yoke and the 
"brake" switch which stops the motor , are clearly v isible . 
See text . 
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Figure 6 : The motorize d carriage with the l atchin g device pa rtially 
removed. The lat ching yoke, potentiometer and the series o f 
"position" switches are visib le. See text for e x planation s . 
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Two other mechanisms are also located under the motorized 
carriage (cf. Fig. 6). The first consists of two push-button 
switches, one on each side of the carriage. When the proper one is 
actuate d it tr igge rs a latching relay located inside th e control 
pane l. The latching relay, i n turn, reverses the motor' s a rmature 
current. This reverse s the direction of rotation of the moving 
system. The second mechanism is a series of four push-button 
switches. Depending on the angle at which the moving carriage stops, 
a different switch is actuated. This information is essential in 
monitoring the operation of the correlation table (cf. Sec. III.4). 
It is also used in the routing of the coincidence spectra (cf. 
Sec. III.3). 
It should also be mentioned that both carriages were 
spe cifically designed to carry the full load of Ge(Li) detectors 
with their associated liquid nitrogen, cryostat/dewar systems. 
However, mountings for scintillation counters are also availabJe, 
as seen in Fig. 4. 
The operation of the correlation table will be described 
next. The reader is frequently referred to Figs. 7 and 8. These 
fi gures describe the controls of the system. Several of these 
controls are also duplicated on the control panel for manual 
operation. 
Electrical power for the system is turned on by pressing the 
push-button on/off switch (A in Fig. 8), located on the control 
panel. This switch starts a sequential timer motor (B). This 
motor first actuates switch No. 1, for continuous supply of AC 
POWER 
FROM 
PANEL 
.75 Amp 
FIELD 
CU RRENT 
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Figure 7 
ARMAT URE 
CURRENT 
Power circuit and motor spee d controls for the 1/50 HP, 115 VDC motor . 
The pot entiomet er P 1 and P2 control the motor armature current and 
thus its turning spee d. 
POWER TO 
RECTIFYING 
CIRCUIT 
115 
VAC 
l\RMATURE 
CURRENT 
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C.W. C.C.W 
.75 Amp. 
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Figure 8 
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l<TABLE) 
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LP•NEL!_ ___ J 
Control circuit for automatic operation of the correlation table. 
For explanations, s ee text. 
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power. It then actuates switch No. 2 which supplies power to the 
rectifying circuit (Fig. 7). At this time, the motors' field-coils 
(C) a r e e n e rgized but no current is supplied to its armnt ur c cir-
cuit. Swi.tch J is actuate d last and supp'lics curn·nt Lo L11t• 
armature circuit (D) via contac ts (E) on the latching relay. The 
motor is now turning and the motorized carriage is rotating about 
the center post . Its rotation speed is set by a potent i ometer 
(P 1 i n Fig . 8 ) on the control panel. As the moving system 
approaches its intended stopping angle, the latching yoke (cf. 
Fig. 6 ) is slowly raised by special guides on the correlation rail 
(cf. Fig . 4) . The yoke in turn, slowly turns potentiometer P2 
(Fig . 5) . As a result, the motor 's armature current is reduced, 
and the moving system smoothly slows down. When the intended 
stopping point is reached, the spring-loaded yoke starts its motion 
toward the pin on the rail. This actuates the "brake" switch (F) 
which stops the motor by first opening the armature circuit and then 
shorting it. The system is set in motion again when the solenoid 
(G) is actuated . This is done, manually or automatically by 
closing the power circuit at (H). When the moving system reaches 
one of its end points, the appropriate reversal. switch (I) is 
actuated. It, in turn, actuates the latching relay at (J), which 
then reverses the motor's armature current via contacts (E). 
III.3 The Dual Slow/Fast Coincidence System 
A block diagram of a dual slow/fast coincidence system is 
s h own in Fig. 9. The system shown in the figure utilizes two Ge(Li) 
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H.V. SUPPLY H.V. SUPPLY 
DISCRIMINATOR----.. -----DISCRIMINATOR 
AMPLIFIER 
SINGLE 
START 
VALID STOP 
TIME TO 
AMPLITUDE 
CONVERTER 
TAC OUT 
INPUT 
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ANALYZER 
GATE 
STOP 
VALID STOP 
CONFIGURATION 
RELAY 
CONFIGURATION 
RELAY 
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AMPLIFIER 
CHANNEL ~----­
SLOW 
COINCIDENCE 
CIRCUIT 
COINCIDENCE ----tCHANNEL 
CIRCUIT ANALYZER ANALYZER 
SINGLE 
CHANNEL i-+-e-+------+-----+------.. SINGLE CHANNEL 
ANALYZER ...... ------1-----+-----..,--.... +-1ANALYZER 
Figure 9 
B l ock diagram of the dual s low/fast coincidence circu it for two 
Ge(Li) det e c t ors (Sec . 111 . 3). 
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Figure 10 
Block diagram of the dual slow/fast coincidence circuit for two 
scintillation count e rs. 
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detectors. A similar system (Fig. 10) was used for scintillation 
counters. The system consists, basically, of two slow/fast 
coincidence circuits, coupled to a single time-to-amplitude con-
v erter (TAC). The two coincidence circuits operate in parallel 
independently of one another. Data are stored in appropriate 
sec tions of a multichanne l analyzer (MCA). A digital routing cir-
cuit controls the routing of input data. Also, other data, important 
for monitoring the operation of the correlation apparatus, are 
stored in counting scalers and printed out at regular intervals. 
A slow/fast coincidence circuit consists of two sections. 
The 'fast' section is sensitive mainly to time differences between 
any two gamma rays, detected by the two detectors. There is prac-
tica l ly no energy discrimination in this section and therefore no 
information (except in very special cases) about any particular 
cascade. This section simply tells us that two gamma rays were 
d e t ec ted, one in each detector, with a known delay between them. 
However , by making the resolving time of this section extremely 
short, it discriminates against random coincidences . As a result, 
the majority of coincidences it reports are 'true' ones, belonging 
to a real cascade although not necessarily to the inve stigate d one. 
The 'slow' section on the other hand, is energy sensitive. It 
selects the gamma-ray energies which belong to the cascade under 
investigation, and rejects all others. It does not discriminate 
against random coincidences and accepts all gamma rays which satisfy 
the e ner gy conditions, regardless of their origin. Coupling the two 
Sl'cl ions together r esulls,thcrc fore, in a system whlch has a high 
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efficiency in selecting a particular cascade out of the multitude 
of gamma rays of different energies and different origins, e mi tted 
by a radioactive source. 
In Fig. 9, the 'fast' section consists of the following com-
ponents: two 0.01 µf capacitors, which differentiate the output 
pulses from the charge-sensitive preamplifiers (ORTEC model 118A). 
Two fast amplifiers (EG & G model AN 201/N) which amplify and 
shape the timing pulses . The outputs of two fast discriminators 
(EG & G model T 105/N) are~ triggered when t heir inputs 
exceed their preset threshold levels, and a TAC (EG & G model 
TH 200 A/N), which converts the time delay, betwee n its 'start' and 
'stop' input pulses, to a proportional voltage pulse. A TAC 
resolving time of 100 nsec is often used as the 'fast' coincidence 
requirement. The 'slow' section consists of two linear amplifiers 
(Canberra model 1416), and two single-channel analyzers (ORTEC model 
406A) which select the appropriate gamma-ray energies and reject all 
others. The use of this 'slow' section, coupled to two higher 
resolution Ge(Li) detectors makes it possible to investigate parti-
cular cascades with radioactive sources, whose e nergy spectra are 
highly complex. This was not possible with scintillation spectro-
meters which have an energy resolution which is an order of ma gni-
tude worse than the resolution of Ge(Li) spectrometers. The two 
'slow' pulses from the single-channel analyzer, and the 'fast' valid-
stop pulse of the TAC output (corresponding to a successful com-
pletion of a time-to-amplitude conversion) enter a ' slow' coincidence 
unit (RIDL model 32-3) with a typical resolving time of 2 µs ec . 
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The time spectrum from the TAC is stored in the MCA which is gated 
by the triple coincidence output pulses of the coincidence circuit. 
These pulses are also used to route the time spectrum to different 
sections of the MCA (corresponding to the different angles in an 
angular correlation measurement, or to the opposite magne tic field 
dircctLons in a field reversal measurement). 
SLnce each spt~ctrometcr is capable of detecting both gamma rayl:l 
in the investigated cascade, it is obviously advantageou s to u se two 
such coincidence systems, simultaneously. In this case (Figs. 9 
and 10) one coincidence system uses y 1 from detector A and y 2 from 
detector B, while the other uses y 2 from detector A and y 1 from 
det ec tor B. 
The advantages of such a system are twofold: It increases 
the counting efficiency of the conventional coincidence system by a 
factor of 2 since the two coincidence systems operate independently 
of eac h other; also, since the roles of the two gamma rays in one 
co incidence system are reversed in the other, it make s poss i bl e the 
simultaneous observation of the two opposite precessions of the 
angular correlation pattern in a transverse magnetic field (see 
Sec. II.5). The TAC time spectrum, stored in the analyzer,is 
therefore a superposition of two time spectra. It thus results in a 
f lat background (due to random coincidences), on which the two time 
'prompts' (for integral measurements) are superimposed. Additional 
advantages which specifically pertain to integral-rotation measure-
me nts, are described in Sec. IV.3. In these measurements which are 
conventionally performed in two steps (cf. Sec. II.5) it i.s actually 
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possible to determine the an gular cor r e lation c oe ffici e nt s and the me ;m 
prpc es si.on a n g le, in one ste p. This is a s ign if icant improve me nt 
f u r the usua I Ly t imc> - c onsuming, c: oinc icl e nc c t•x p e r lme nts. 
III.4 Production of Ex ternal Magnet i c Fields 
Two types of ele ctromagnets were used in the various experi-
ments. 
Al l measureme nts of magnetic moments in the osmium r egion 
utilize d the strong internal magne tic fields of impuriti e s in Fe 
l attice hos t. For these case s, the small pola riz ing fie ld, n eeded to 
ali gn tlw magnetic d omains in th e host, was supplied by the 'mini-
mng ne t' s hown i.n Fi g . 11. Thi s ma gne t consis ts o f a smaJ 1, f ully 
e nc lose d, c ylindri c aLly s ymme t r i c , e l e ctromagn e t, having a 'to roidal 
H' geome try. The coine d source is used to comple te the continuous 
flux return path. This magnet d e sign minimize s ex ternal fringing 
fields in the reg ion of the radiation detectors. To furth e r r e duce 
the stray fields, a compensation coil which carries an adjustable 
fra c t i on of the ma gn e t current is wound on the magne t body. In thi s 
way, the stray fie ld due to the magn e t can be r e duced to less than 
-3 10 G in the region of the det e ctors. A curre nt of 2 ampe r e s 
throug h the magn e t coils comple t e l y aligns the Fe source . Thi s can 
be seen i n the field saturation curve shown in Fig . 12, t a ke n with a 
ballistic galvanometer. 
All other measurements were performed with a water cooled 
e l ec t r omagn e t, c a pable of producing a field gre ate r than 30 kG in a 
1 mm pole gap . A dia gram of the magne t assembly is given in Fig . 13. 
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Cross - s e ction of the "toroidal H" magnet used in the measurements on 
1900s , 1920s, 192Pt and lllCd. 
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Figure 13 
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Cutaway view of the high-field electromagnet used in the 198Hg, 203Tl 
d 223 . an Ra experiments. 
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The iron magnet body, which serves as a flux return path, was 
designed to minimize external fringing fields . A current of 
approximately 20 amperes was drawn from a programmable de power 
supply (Sorenson model DCR 60-25). When the magnetic field had to 
be reversed, the problem of arc suppression, which arises when the 
current through an inductive l oad is abruptly changed, had to be 
dealt with. This was done in several steps: First the small control 
current of the power supply was shut off bringing down the magnet 
current. Then the magnet current was reversed through the use of a 
r e lay. In the last step, the control current was brought up to its 
former level restoring the magnet current to its original, but 
reversed, level. This was done automatically as described in the 
following section. 
III.5 Automatic Ope ration 
The experimental apparatus is controled by two timing 
oscillators (Canberra model 1490 C). One enables data accumu-
lation, while the other disables it. These timers are part of a 
timer/scaler system which also includes six printing scalers 
(Canberra model 1476) and a teletype scanner (Canberra model 1488) 
which transmits t he information stored in the scalers, to a teletype 
typewriter. 
To start the operation, the ' e nable' timer is turned on . 
Its de output level changes. A Schmitt trigger, coupled to it, 
actuates a nd enables data a nalysis in the MCA. When performing an 
angular correlation measurement, data are routed to sections of the 
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MCA which correspond to appropriate angular positions of the 
motorized carriage. This is done through the use of a routing 
circuit shown in Fig. 14. The operation of this circuit is described 
in the caption to the figure . For a field reversal measurement data 
are routed through a different circuit described in Fig. 15. 
When the data accumulation period is over, several operations 
take place sequentially: The ' enable' timer turns off. The 
Schmitt trigger returns to its stable state, blocking further data 
analynis. The 'disable' timer is turned on. The scanner activates 
the typewriter which types the information stored in the timer/ 
scaler system during the data accumulation period. For angular 
correlation measurements it also triggers a monostable multivibrator 
(shown in Fig. 16) which actuates a relay, closing the power circuit 
to the solenoid inside the motorized carriage. The solenoid 
actuates and the motorized carriage rotates to the next angle (see 
Sec. III.3). For a field reversal measurement, the relay shorts the 
control circuit of the magnet's power supply. A bistable multi-
vibrator (flip-flop) shown in Fig. 15 is then triggered, actuating 
two relays. One reverses the magnet current while the other routes 
the data to a different section of the MCA. The monostable multi-
vibrator then returns to its stable state causing the magnet current 
to return to its former (but reversed) value. At this time, data 
accumulation is still blocked. 
When the 'disable' interval is over, the 'block' timer turns 
off. It also turns on the 'enable' timer and data analysis starts 
again. 
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This operation keeps going until stopped manually. 
III.6 Expe rimental Procedure 
Before starting any measurement, the system goes through 
several tests and calibrations. These include linearity checks of 
the TAC and the MCA, calibration of the time scale displayed by the 
MCA, and determina tion of the system's resolving time for the appro-
priate e nergies. Linearity c hecks are usually performed with 
random c oinc idences and the TAC time spectrum displayed in the MCA, 
should b e flat. The time scale a nd resolving time calibrations 
are performed usin g a nnihilation radiation, together with intro-
duction o f known delays into the coincidence circuits. Operation 
of thi s circuit i s also checked with an oscilloscope . 
The radioactive source is then placed in the center o f the 
correlation table fac ing the two detectors. An e ne r gy spectrum from 
one spectrometer is stored in the MCA and the two single channel 
analyzers c oupled to this de t ector are adjusted to accept the two 
gamma rays in the investigated cascade and reject all others . This 
procedure is re pea t e d for the other de t ector . Care must b e exer-
cised to insure tha t y 1 from detector A and y 2 from detector B are 
couple d to one coincidence circuit, wh ile y 2 f rom detector A and y 1 
from detector Bare coupled t o the other. The ' fast 'sec t i ons are 
adjus t e d next . First, the threshold leve ls o f the fas t discrimina-
tor s are a djusted to discriminate against e lectronic "noise ", and 
ach i ev e t he best time res o lution available . This is f ound t o be, in 
mos t cases , just above the "noise" . The resolving time of the TAC 
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is then set to the desired value. In the Last step the 'slow' 
coincidence units are adjusted for the appropriate resolving 
time and for maximum overlap of the three input pulses. The apparatus 
is now ready for operation (it may be necessary to repeat the 
calibration checks for possible changes due to the above-mentioned 
adjustments). 
When performing angular correlation measurements, centering of 
the source has become absolutely crucial. Since, in many cases, the 
inve stigated cascade has a small anisotropy, source decentering 
effe cts can completely distort the angular correlation pattern. 
Therefore, the system is first allowed to run through several 
cycles and the source is centered to better than 1 percent by 
observing the 'singles' count rates in the single channel analyzers, 
coupled to motorized detectors system,at different angles. The infor-
mation printed out by the typewriter at regular intervals is then 
used to correct for the remaining decentering of the source. Other 
effects due to source thickness are described in Appendix B. 
The angular correlation measurement now takes place. Data 
accumulation period at each angle is usually set to less than 10 
minutes (usually 3 minutes). This is, in most cases, an appropriate 
period since then: (i) the radioactive decay of the source has 
negligible effect; (ii) high frequency interference due to fluctu-
ations in power lines, voltage levels, temperature, etc., are 
averaged out; (iii) low frequency interference due to similar 
fluctuations have negligible effects. The data printed out by the 
time /scaler system, are checked periodically for any unusual 
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results which would indicate malfunctions in the operation of thC' 
sys t em. These data include the coincidence rate and the DsiKngll~l:lD 
rates in each of the coincidence circuits . The operation of the 
correlation table is also mon i tored by gating off different scalers 
at different angles for angular correlation measured, or at different 
directions of the magnetic fie ld in a field reversal measureme nt. 
Da ta are read out and ana l yzed daily. The different sets of 
data are compared for internal consistency, and all data sets in which 
malfunctions are detected are discarded. When measuring several 
different sources of the same radioactivity (such as a liquid source 
and the diffe rent ferromagnetic sources), the measurements are per-
formed in i.dentical experimental set-ups, to allow de t ermination of 
possible effects due to the different compositions of the various 
sources. 
When using the integral -reverse-fie ld method, the angular 
correlation of the investigated cascade is first measured. The 
angle e at which this distribution reaches its maximum logarithmic 
s lope is determined . Then the field reversal measurement is per-
formed with the movable detector fixed at that angle. This measure -
me nt is repea ted at the mirror angle 2rr- G and the change in the sign 
of the fi e ld-reversal ratio R(B) is observed. For an integral 
rotation measureme nt, the angular correlation is measured once with-
out an applied magnetic field, and then with an applied field. The 
mean precess ion angle is then de rive d dire ctly. The use of our dual-
integral-rotation t e chnique e nables the det e rmination of the mean 
precession angle in one step by meas uring the angular correlation with 
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an applied magnetic field, and observing the two oppositely 
precessed angular distributions. 
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PART 2: MAGNETIC MOMENT MEASUREMENTS IN THE OSMIUM REGION 
The nuclei of osmium and platinum are members of a 
transition region in which the shape of the nuclear sur-
face turns from deformed to spherical. Nuclei in this 
region are therefore particularly suited for a critical 
test of nuclear models. Also, in this region it has been 
predicted that the nuclear surface switches abruptly from 
prolute to oblate shape before becoming spherica I . Neithe r 
the rotational model nor the vibrational model, are capable 
of quantitative description of nuclear properties in this 
region, being "deformed" or "spherical" oriented models. 
A model which treats the nucleon-pairing and the quadrupole 
surface forces on the same footing has recently been put 
1) forward by Kumar and Baranger . This model was found to 
be in good agreement with many experimental results. 
The experiments described below were undertaken in 
order to furnish more data on nuclei in this important 
region and to resolve discrepancies in existing results. 
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IV. THE MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF THE FIRST 2+ AND 4+ STATES IN 190os. 
IV.l Introduction 
The magnetic moment of the first 2+ state, at 186.7 keV, in 
190
os has been measured before by Goldring and Gilad et alK~DgFD who 
+ observed the precession of the Coulomb excited 2 state in an ex-
ternal magnetic field . Their result µ 0.56 ± 0.06 nm was recently 
re - evaluated toµ ( 190os) = 1 . 10 ± 0.17 nm due to lifetime 
2+ 
correction(4 ) . This last result is in disagreement with all other 
collective magnetic moments in this region, as well as with recent 
calculation based on collective models. 
The magnetic moment of the first 4+ state, at 547.9 keV, has 
never been measured. However, + + if both the 2 and 4 state are of 
pure ly collective character, the ratio of their magnetic moments 
should equa l the ratio of their spins, i.e., µ = 2µ • Measure-
4+ 2+ 
ments on the se states would then test the applicability of existing 
collective models to low-lying states in this region. 
IV.2 Source Preparation 
In order to obtain a sufficiently large mean precession angle 
during the short lifetime of the inves tigated nuclear state, the 
strong hyperfine magnetic field experienced by source nuclei em-
bedded in a host Fe lattice was util ized . 
190I r activity was obtained by bombarding highly enriched 190os 
isotope with 15 MeV protons at the Oak Ridge cyclotron producing a 
. 190 190 high specific activity source via the reaction Os(p,n) Ir. 
Chemical separation of Ir from Os was not attempted. About 30 mg of 
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the active Ir-Os alloy was deposited in a pot made of 1300 mg of 
pure (99.99 percent) Fe. The pot was sealed with a tapered Fe pin 
and then melted for 15 minutes in an induction furnace using a 
levitating Ag boat. The sample was cut into small pieces and the 
activity of each piece was measured. It was found that the activities 
of the small samples were proportional to their weights, thus e n-
surin g uniform distribution of activity in the Fe host, and resulting 
in a 0.5 at. percent dilute solution. The samples were then re-
melted for an additional 15 minutes, coined into a cylindrica] shape 
and place d between the pole-tips of a small, fully enclosed, 
toroidal electromagnet (cf. Sec. II.5). A fi e ld sa turation curve 
was run for each source with the help of a ballistic galvanometer, 
and the magnet subsequently ope rated at twice the saturation current . 
The s ources were a lso annealed, but no measurable differences in the 
internal ma gnetic field were obse rved. 
IV.3 + The 2 State 
+ The measureme nt of the magnetic moment of the 2 state was 
performed with two Ge(Li) detectors . From the level diagram of 190os 
shown in Fig. 1, i t is seen that three strong cascades; the 
+ + + + + + 4 ( 36 1 keV)2 (187 keV)O , the 2 (371 keV)2 (187 keV)O , and the 
3+(569 keV)2+(187 keV)O+ cascades can be used in the mea s ureme nt. 
The e ne rgy spectrum of 190os taken with a Ge(Li) spec tromete r i s 
s hown in Fig . 2 . Clearly, the 3+(569 keV)2+(187 keV)O+ cascade is 
the mos t favorable one, havin g a minimum o f interference from other 
cascades . 
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Since the mean precession angle of the magnetic moment of this 
state,in the internal magnetic field of the Fe host, was expected 
to be large (illT ~ 1), the integral-rotation method (cf. Sec. II.5) 
in wl1ich the precession of the angular correlation pattern is ob -
served direc tly, was used. 
In observing the two opposite precessions si.multaneously, as 
described in Sec. III.3, with the magnetic field in one direction 
only, we were able to derive the angular correlation coefficients 
together with the mean precession angle. This dual-integral rotation 
method has the additional advantage of eliminating systematic errors 
s uch as detector misalignment and source decay. Figure 3a shows 
time coincidence spectra obtained in the measurement of the angu lar 
correlation for the 3+(569 keV)2+(187 keV)O+ cascade. In Fig. 3b 
we see the time spec tr a for the same angular distribution, measured 
in the presence of an external aligning magnetic field . The 
opposite precessions of the angular correlation pattern in the two 
coincidence systems are clearly displayed . Figure 4 shows the 
observed angular distribution with, and without an applied ma gnetic 
field, together with the attenuated angular distribution obtained b y 
adding up the two oppositely precessed angular distributions. This 
distribution simulates the case in which the detector cannot d is -
tinguish between the two radiations in the cascade. A non-linear 
least-squares fitting program was used in simu ltaneou sly fitting both 
distributions u sing the expression (Sec. II.3): 
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w(8 ,H) 
b2 
1 + cos [28 - arc tan (2(J)"f)] 
[ 1 + ( 2(J)"f) 2] 1 I 2 
b4 
+ ~~~~~O~1-1IKKKKKO cos [48 - arc tan (4(J)"f)]. [ 1 + ( 4(J)"f) ] 
The results are : b 2 = - 0.13 ± 0.05, b4 = - 0.008 ± 0.006, and 
lOT = 0.65 ± 0.05. Using the internal magnetic field H = - 1.43 x 
106 Oe and the mean life of the 2+ state T = 3.46 x lo- 10, both taken 
f h · 1 · f R f 4 get µ +( 190os) rom t e comp1 at1on o e . , we 
2 
0.54 ± 0.06 nm. 
IV.4 + The 4 State 
The magnetic moment of the first 4+ state, at 547.9 keV, in 
190
os was measured with two 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm Nal(Tl) detectors. 
Two cascades were investigated: the 3-(839 keV)4+(361 keV)2+ cas-
cade displayed a small negative anisotropy and therefore was not 
used in the precession measurements. The 4-(1030 keV)4+(361 keV)2+ 
cascade showed a positive anisotropy with angular correlation 
coefficients (uncorrected for geometry) A2 = + 0.068 :I. 0.007 and 
A4 = + 0.01 ± 0.04. This result is inconsistent with the spin 
I= 3 previously proposed for the 1584 keV state(5 ), however, it is 
in agreement with recent results of Yamazaki et al. ( 6 ), who assigned 
In 4 for the 1584 keV state. 
The mean precession angle of the magnetic moment of this 4+ 
state in the internal magnetic field of the Fe host was measured 
using the int egral-reverse field method (Sec. II.5). From the 
angular correlation measurement, a maximum magnitude of field 
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reversal ratio R( 8 ) was inferred at e = ± 3n /4 radians. The 
weighted average value of the measurements at + 3n/4 and - 3 n /4 
radians was R( 8 = 3n/4) -2 (0.60 ± 0 . 12) x 10 from which the corres-
ponding mean precession angle was found to be mr = 0.060 ± 0.014 
r ad ians. The mean life of the 4+ state is T = (4 ± 2) x l0- 11sec (7) 
a nd conse quently, the magnetic moment of this state was found to be 
µ ( 190os) = 0 . 88 ± 0.48 . The large uncertainty is mainly due to 
4+ 
the uncertainty in the lifetime. 
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v. THE MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE FIRST 2+ STATE IN 192os 
v . 1 Introduction 
Several measurements of the magnet i c moment of the first 2+ 
state, at 206 keV, in 192os have been reported . Keszthelyi et a l. C3 ) 
using the gamma-gamma perturbed angular correlation techn ique, and 
the interna l magnetic field of osmium in iron, obtain 
µ +(190os) z.. 0 . 24 nm . Pramila and Grodzins(9), using the same 
2 
technique reported µ + = 0.24 ± 0.06 nm which was later revised up-
2 (10) 
wards to µ + = 0 . 40 ± 0 . 06 nm . 
al . ( 3), pr!cess ing the magnetic moment o f the Cou l omb excited 2+ 
Goldring et al. ( 2) and Gilad et 
state in an external magnetic field, reported µ + = 0 . 60 ± 0.08. 
2 
However, the i r resu lt was based on a ha l f - life value of this state 
which is almost twice the presently adopted value T
112 
= 2.10 
sec . Consequently, their recalculated value isµ +(192os) 
2 
1.0 ± 0.14<4 ) . 
The measur ements described above have all encountered diffi -
culties in data analysis. The gamma - garrnna correlation measurements 
were all performed with two NaI spectrometers . From the level dia-
grams of 192os and 192Pt shown in Fig . 5, and from the Ge(Li) and 
192 NaI energy spectrum of the decay of Ir shown in Fig. 6 and Fig . 7, 
it is seen that the followin g cascades interfere with the measured 
3+(484 keV)2+ (206 + + + keV)O cascade: 4 (468 keV)2 (316 + keV)O , 
3+(604 keV)2+(316 + keV)O , 3+(612 keV)2+(308 keV)O+, 
4+(589 keV) 2+ (206 + keV) 2 , and 4+(589 keV)2+(396 keV)2+(316 keV)O+ 
all in 192p t, and + + + . 192 the 3 (201 keV)2 (489 keV)O in Os . The poor 
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energy resolution of NaI spectrometers results in the need of con-
siderable corrections due to interference from these cascades. The 
Coulomb excitation measurements suffer from the appearance of strong 
perturbations during the excitation process, which may alter the 
hyperfine interaction and complicate data analysis considerably. 
V.2 Source Preparation 
The 192Ir activity was produced by bombarding highly enriched 
191 14 Ir powder, with neutrons at the MTR reactor Eflux~ 10 neutrons/ 
2 (cm -sec)). Since the thermal neutron absorption cross section is 
large in this case Ea ~ 400 barns), a very high specific activity 
was obtained. Consequently, only a few micrograms of activity were 
needed in preparing the ferromagnetic source. Several sources of 
differ ent strength we r e pre pare d using the procedure described in 
Sec. IV.2. The source actually used in the measurement was then 
chosen to yield the highest coincidence rate without hurting the 
ene rgy resolution or the true-to-random ratio. 
V.3 The Gamma-Gamma Cascade 
The magnetic moment of this 2+ state was measured with two 
2 5.0 cm x 1.0 cm Ge(Li) spectrometers having energy resolution of 
2.6 keV at the 1330 keV 60co line. The only available cascade for 
this measurement is the 3+(484 keV)2+(206 keV)O+. This cascade is 
192 
one of the weaker ones in the decay of Ir. Also, the 206 keV line 
sits on a relatively large sloping background (Fig . 6). Our Ge(Li) 
192 detectois not only minimized interference from the strong Pt 
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cascades, but also discriminated against the weak 489-201 keV 
192 
sequence in Os. +' . 192 This last cascade has the 2 state in Os as 
intermedia te state. +' However, the half-life of the 2 is much smaller 
+ t han that of the 2 state (T +'/T + ~ 0.13) so that contributions 
2 2 
from this cascade are small to begin with. 
V.4 The Method and Results 
The integral-reverse field method was used in measuring the 
magnetic mome nt of this state. The angular corre l at i on coefficients, 
uncorrected for geometry, were found to be A2 = - 0.157 ± 0.008 and 
A4 - 0.005 ± 0.017. The field reversal measurement was performed 
at a constant angle e = ± 3rr/4 between the detectors. For the large 
mean precession angle observed in this case, the field reversal ratio 
R( 8 ) is given by 
R( 8 ) ( ± 3rr/4) 
_ b 2sin[arc tan (2ror)] 
+ 1 - b 4cos[arc tan (4ror)] 
where b 2 and b4 are the coefficients of cos (28) and cos (48), 
respectively, in W( 8). The weighted average result is 
-2 R(B = 3rr/4) = (9.06 ± 0.54) x 10 . 
Using the measured values of b 2 and b4 , the mean precession ang l e ror 
was derived from the above equation and found to be illT = 0.58 ± 0.07 
radians. + The lifetime of this 2 s tat e is T = 
from which the magnetic moment was found to be 
0.08 nm. 
-10 ( 4) 3.03 x 10 sec , 
µ +< 192os) = 0.56 ± 
2 
This measurement was also repeated with one NaI detector 
acce pting the 468 keV composite peak which includes the 484 keV and 
68 
and 489 keV osmium gannna rays and a Ge(Li) detector accepting the 
206 keV line. A magnetic moment µ ~ 0.12 nm was found. The Ge(Li) 
e n e r gy "window" was then shifted to the background just on the high 
side of the 206 ke V l ine and the measurement repeated. When the 
resul t s of thiK~ first me asurement were normalize d to the result s of the 
SL'C ond, a magnetic moment µ::::: 0.6 nm was derived, but due to the 
sloping nature of the background under the 206 line, the accuracy of 
such a procedure is poor in this case; it is even worse for a two 
Nal detector configuration as is easily seen in Fig. 7. 
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VI. THE MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND 2+ STATES IN 
192Pt. 
VI. l Introduction 
The platinum isotopes are located at the spherical end of th e 
osmium transition region. As such they should, and do, display a 
more vibrational character than the osmium isotopes. However, measure-
+' 
me nts on the 2 state in 194Pt(ll) and calculations based on the 
pairing-plus-quadrupole model(to be discussed in Chapter VII) showed 
+' deviations from pure collective excitations for all 2 states in the 
even Pt isotopes. Measurements of magnetic moments would therefore 
help in determining the excitation character of these states. 
+ +' The magnetic moments of the 2 and 2 states described below 
were measured using the integral-reverse-field method described in 
Sec. II.5. The ferromagnetic source used in the measurements is the 
same one which was used in the measurement on the 2+ state in 192os. 
VI.2 The First 2+ State 
The magnetic moment of the first 2+ state, at 316.49 keV, in 
192Pt was measured with two Ge(Li) detectors using the cascade 
+ + + . . 2 (296 keV)2 (316 keV)O, (Fig. 5). The angular correlation measure-
ment resulted in angular correlation coefficients, uncorrected for 
geome try, A2 = - 0.095 ± 0.005 and A4 = 0.118 ± 0.006. Precessions 
were measured at angles 8 = ± 115° between the detectors. At this 
angle the logarithmic derivative of the observed angular distribution, 
shown in Fig. 8, reaches its largest absolute value, and maximize s 
the integral-reve rse field ratio R( 8 ) which for (JJf << 1 can be 
written as (S ec. II.5): 
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_J_ 
Figure 8: Angular distribution of the 2+(296 keV)2+(316 keV)O+ 
d . 192p casca e in t. 
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dW/de 3 R( B) = - W( B) illT + O[ (mr) ) • 
The field reversal me asur ement resulted in 
from whil'li .01 -= !L088 :! 0.006 radian s was obtained. Witl1 a n lnlcrnal 
6 (4) 
magnetic field of platinum in iron H == - 1.235 x 10 Oe and the 
mean life to this state ,- = (5.05 ± 0.43) x 10-ll sec(4 ), the magnetic 
192 
moment was found to be µ +< Pt) 
2 
0.56 ± 0.06. 
The result is in excellent agreement with Coulomb excitation 
measurements(l 2 ) and also with other gamma-gamma perturbed corre-
lation measurements which were performed with two Nal detectors and 
+ + + had to use the 4 (468 keV)2 (316 k eV)O cascade because of the poorer 
. 8 13 14 15) L' n crgy resolution of Nal s pectrome ters ' ' ' . 
VI.3 + The Second 2 State 
The re are several cascades in 192Pt, which have the second 2+ 
state, at 612 . 43 k eV, as an intermediate state. The strong 
3+(308 keV)2+(296 keV)2+ cascade has practically an isotopic angular 
distribution. All other cascades involve at least one radiation 
belonging to the 600 keV group and usually one of the 300 keV group 
(Figs . 6 & 7 ). Us e of high r esolution,high efficiency detectors is 
then hig hly des irable. + . + + The 2 (308 keV)2 (61 2 keV)O cascade wa s 
st udied in order to obtain the magnetic mome nt of the second 2+ state , 
192 
at 6 12 . 43 keV, in Pt. Possible inte rfere nc e from the highly aniso-
tropic 3+(604 keV) 2+(316 keV)O+ cascade wa s minimized by the u se of 
high resolution Ge(Li) spectrometers . The g amma rays were detected by 
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3 3 40 cm and a 25 cm detector having 2.8 keV and 3.1 keV e n e r gy 
resolution, respectively, at the 1330 keV 60co line. The expe ri-
mental angular correlation coefficients were found to b e 
A2 = - 0.11 ± 0.01 and A4 = - 0.029 ± 0.011. Field reversal 
0 
measurements were conducted at angles e = ± 150 , at which the 
angular distribution reaches its max imum logarithmic s lope . The 
0 -2 
r e sults are: R( B = 150 ) = (1.26 ± 0.25) x 10 from which WT= 
0.054 ± 0.011 radians was obtained. The mean life of this state has 
(13) -11 
r ecently bee n measure d to be T = (2.9 ± 0.3) x 10 sec. Using 
6 
this value and the internal magnetic field H = - 1.235 x 10 Oe , 
192 
we ge tµ+'( Pt)= 0.62 ± 0.14. This result agrees with predict i ons 
2 
base d on most colle ctive nuclear models and makes the measured small 
magnetic moment of the 2+' state in 194Pt (µ +'( 194Pt) = 0.14( 3 ,ll) 
2 
stand out i n contr ast. This discrepancy is possibly due to in-
correct value of the measured mean life of that state. 
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VII. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
VII.l Summary of Experimental Results in the 0smium Region 
190 192 192 
The results of our experiments on Os, Os and Pt are 
summarized in Table VII.l. The g-factor of all investigated states 
are the same within experimental errors. This would indicate the 
validity of collective description of low-lying states in this 
region. Unfortunately, these measurements depend on the lifetimes 
of these states which are not known very accurately. Therefore, it 
is not possible, using our results, to determine the possible 
systematic trends of magnetic moments in this region. 
All g-factors display the reduction from the hydrodynamical 
model value of ~ Z/A. This is attributed to pairing-force effects 
which cause the nucleus to deviate from a rigid motion (see Sec. 
VII.2). + . 192 The g-factor of the second 2 state in Pt may indicate 
+ that the non-collective effects, in all 2 ' states of the Pt isotopes, 
proposed by Kumar and Baranger (cf. Sec. VII.2) are not present. 
This g -factor is also in contrast with the measured g-factor of 
h . 1 . 194P b A 1 l(ll) . d . t e equiva ent st a te in t, y garwa et a ., mentione in 
Sec. VI.3. However, since the mean precession angle ffiT for the 2+' 
194 
state in Pt is approximately the same as our ffiT for the s ame 
192 
state in Pt, it is very possible that the measured lifetime of 
+ 194 
the 2 ' state in Pt is wrong, being too high by a factor of 2. 
Th f f h f . 2+ . 1900 d 192 . d' h e g- actors o t e irst states in s an Os in icate t at 
earlier measurements by the Go ldring group at the Weizmann Institute 
are inaccurate , be ing too high by approximately a factor of 2. 
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Our results bring these g-factors back into the realm of 
collective excitations. 
VII.2 Collective Nuclear Models and the Osmium Transition Region 
a) Introduction 
Collective phenomena in atomic nuclei were suggested as early 
as 1930. Thibaud 16 ) pointed out that alpha-decay measurements by 
17) 212 . . . Rosenblum on Bi could be explained if the daughter nucleus 
208 ' 
Tl behaves as a system of rotation . In 1937 N. Bohr and 
Kalckar 18) introduced surface vibrations of a quantum fluid as a 
possible explanation of energy level densities in heavy nuclei. 
This liquid-drop model was used by von Weizsacker19 ) in 1939 to 
derive his famous mass formula. Nuclear shape calculations with 
20) 
this model resulted in the spherical shape being the most stable 
one. It was not until 1950 that Rainwater 21 ) showed that a single 
particle moving in a deformed oscillator well might have an energy 
lower than when moving in a similar spherical well. Rainwater's 
discovery was first used to calculate the deviations of the measured 
values of magnetic dipole moments from the 
particle shell model. This was done by A. 
model, and by Foldy and Milford 23) using a 
predictions of the single-
22) Bohr using a rotational 
vibrational model. 
A detailed phenomenological investigation of collective 
24) 
properties of atomic nuclei was introduced by A . Bohr and by 
A. Bohr and B. Mottelson25 ) who treated the nucleus as a rotating-
vibrating, incompressible liquid drop. Their ideas were expa nded 
and developed in recent years (see Ref. 26 for a recent review of 
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phenomenological collective models). The success of these models 
results in a better understanding of the nature of the nuclear 
forces which are responsible for collective nuclear properties and 
paved the way to microscopic descriptions of collective phenomern1 in 
atomic nuc I e i . . 
Microscopic models approximate the nuclear forces by short-
range forces which tend to keep the nuclear shape spherical, and long-
range forces which act to deform the nucleus. Treatments of these 
forces were reserved to cases in which one type dominates over the 
other (see Refs. 27,28 for a review of microscopic collective 
models). These treatments carefully avoided the osmium transition 
region in which energy levels and electromagnetic moments show large 
deviations 29 ' 30) from both the rotational model and the vibrational 
model. 
For a discussion of magnetic dipole moments in the osmium 
transition region, there are three models which played an important 
role. These are the cranking model, the rotational-vibrational model 
and the pairing-plus-quadrupole model. In all these models, the 
h f . d b h . . f 31) d s ort-range orces are approximate y t e pairing orce an the 
long-range ones, by the quadrupole force. 
b) 32) The Cranking Model : 
In this model the self-consistent field which determines the 
single-particle orbitals is assumed to be cranked around externally. 
The rotational energy of the system, in this description, is the 
extra energy necessary for the nucleons to follow a slow rotation 
thereby sustaining the field. The collective rotation takes place 
77 
perpendicularly to the nuclear synnnetry axis and gives rise to a 
4 
collective angular momentum R. In the ground state of an even-even 
4 ~ 
nucleus we have R = I. The collective motion of protons and 
neutrons also results in an instantaneous magnetic mome nt given by 
µc = ~ Eg~iF11K + (i)-4) L ;:, gs si 
i 
This is usually expressed in terms of a collective g -factor gR 
defined b y the relation 
If the pair-correlation interaction is included in the cranking 
approximation, the collective g-factor gR is given by 33) 
J ( ) wn + (n) wn 
_E. + (g p 1) _J:.. J s - J gs J 
where J refers to the total moment of inertia; J refers to the 
p 
proton contribution to J; and 
_ 2 '\' (Vij 1iµ) (µis1iV) 
W - 2h .L_, E + E 
v,µ v µ 
where uv<v v) is the probability amplitude that the state V is not 
occupied (is occupied) in the pairing coupling scheme . The last two 
terms in gR are the spin contributions of the protons and neutrons to 
gR' and their combined 
same magnitude as g(n) 
s 
butions we get then 
effect is small since (g(p) - 1) is nearly the 
s 
but of opposite sign. Neglecting spin contri-
+ J 
n 
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where 
J = 2i 
The moment of inertia is very sensitive to the strengths of 
the pairing correlation force. I f the strength of the pairing force 
is the same f or protons and neutrons then the ratio of their contri -
butions to the moment of inertia wil l be equal to the ratio of their 
relative numbers J I J = N/Z. In this case we get 
n p 
which is the hydrodynamical value. However, experimental values 
are consistently lower than the hydrodynamical value. Also,the 
experimentally observed odd-even mass differences for protons and 
neutrons lead to different pairing-force strengths for protons and 
neutrons. The protons' pairing force is found to be larger than the 
neutrons' one, and this is explained in terms of the differences in 
the oscillator shells they occupy. Another effect which lowers 
g from its hydrodynamical value is the 'blocking effect' in which 
R 
breaking of a pair of quasi particles blocks the states they occupy 
from being populated by other pairs. 
Calculations of collective g - factors using the cranking 
formula including pair correlation effects and 'blocking', were 
originally performed by Nilsson and Prior33). Since it obviously is 
a 'deformed' nuclear model, it was applied only to deformed nuclei 
(150 <A< 190 and A > 225). The calculations were improved and 
e x tended to cover the deformed edge of the osmium transition region, 
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b . hm d ' l 34) y Prior, Boe an Ni sson • Where calculated, they are in statis-
factory agreement with our results (see Table VII.2). 
c) The Rotation-Vibration Mode135 , 36 ) 
This model is a macroscopic model following the Bohr-Mottelson 
. 24 25) description ' , in which the nuclear shape is expanded in spherical 
harmonics stopping at the quadratic term: 
The linear term does not appear since it corresponds to the motion 
of the nucleus as a whole. The collective Hamiltonian which is 
based on this description, uses the expansion coefficients a 0 and 
a 2 as generalized coordinates. In the above body -fixed axes, it 
decomposes into a vibrational term, a rotational term, and a 
rotation-vibration cross-term. This last term is usually neglected 
or treated very crudely by allowing for the so-called "centrifugal 
stretching" of the nucleus. 
In the present model, the effect of this term on the 
generalized coordinates is calculated directly in the following 
manner. The protons' and neutrons' contributions to the nuclear 
shape are treated separately. The two systems are strong ly coupled 
and rotate with the same angular velocity. Pair-c orrelation effects 
cause the proton shape to be less deformed than the neutron shape 
since the pairing force is larger for protons, i.e., ~M EpF < ~M EnF 
where ~l is the equilibrium deformation parameter. The average 
nuclear deformation is given then by : 
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The deformation parameter j3 is related to a 0 and a 2 throug h t he 
relations 
j3 cos y and 1 a 2 = J2 sin y 
where y is the ' as ymmetry parameter'; y 0 for a x ial symmetry. We 
therefore write 
0 + a I 2 
where a 0 ' and a 2 ' a re the corrections due to the vibrational degrees 
of freedom. 
In addition to lowering the hydrodynamical value of gR, the 
diffe rent deformations of the protons' and neutrons' shapes also 
cause the g -factor to depe nd on the (body ) rotation axis , i .e. , 
where J 1 
2 
B is the mass paramet e r i n the Bohr-Mottelson description, which is 
proportional to the syst em density, i.e., B / B = Z/A . The cal-p 
culations can be performed in the bod y f i xed axe s and then trans -
formed back to the laboratory system, using the rotation matr i ces. 
~ 
Howe v e r, in the laboratory system, the magnetic moment µcan be 
shown to b e given by 
where a: 
µ 
(0) g a nd 
= g (O)I + g(l)\-. 
µi i L.. 
µ,v 
(2µ, lVI li) O: I 
µ v 
c orrespond to the a but in the lab s ystem. The constants 
µ 
( 1) g are func tions of g 1 and g 2 (of the body s ystem) and 
~ll"<!K g l ven b y 
whe r e 
(0) 
g 
( 1) 
g 
r 
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! (1 - 2f)(l + ~ f) ~ ~ (1 - ~ f) 
z (1 - 2f) 1 JlO ..L 
A 2 13 0 
The collective g - factor is then given by 
The results of the calculations are as follows: 
(i) g round-state rotational band 
(ii) y-rot a tional band 
( + 8 f ) z ( ) gR = l 3 1(1 + 1) A l - 2 f 
(iii) 13-rotational band 
z 
gR = A (1 - 2f) 
For all of the vibrat ional states this model predicts 
(0) z 4 g = g at. - (1 - - f) A 3 
Note that if the equi l ibrium deformations of the p r otons' a nd neutrons' 
s h a pes are the same, i.e., if f = 0 we get for all collective states, 
reg;.1rc.l l es s o f their character, the s ame collective g - fac tor equal to 
tlt t• li ydroc.l y n nmic a l value g R = Z //\. 
37) 
It ha s been shown by Gre iner usin g the qua si-spin 
82 
formalism that the equilibrium deformations of the protons' and 
neutrons' shapes are inversely proportional to the square roots 
of their respective pairing-force constraints G and G, i.e., p n 
Po(p) 
p0 (n) 
Even-odd mass differences have shown that 
G p 
.:::::. 30 
A 
while G 
n 
The values quoted in Table VII.2 have been based on these numbers. 
They are in good agreement with our results. 
d) The Pairing-Plus-Quadrupole Model 
This model consists of the one - body shell model with the 
pairing and quadrupole forces as residual two-body interactions. 
The pairing force simulates the short-range part of nuclear forces. 
It prese rves the most important features o f the (more physical) 
5 -force, and is simpler to treat. It is responsible for the energy 
.38) ga p seen in the spectra of even-even nuclei and the systematic 
odd-e ven mass differences from which its strength is usually derived. 
Being isotropic, it trie s to keep the nucleus spherical. The 
quadrupole force approximates the long-range part of nuclear forces. 
This particular form was chosen to explain the enhanced transition 
rates B(E2) between nuclear states , the large static quadrupole 
moments observed in many nuclei and the existence of rotational 
bands in nuclei. The success of the Nilsson model39) is ample 
evidence of the importance of such an interac tion in nuclear 
structure. This f orce does not, however, explain nuclear features 
83 
other than those with quadrupole character (for e x ample, the 3 
state in 208Pb). For nondeformed nuclei, this force makes the 
spherical shape less stable and increases the collectivity of 
quadrupole vibrational motion. 
The Hamiltonian of this model consists then of three parts: 
H H + H + H . 
s p Q 
In the second quantization formalism we have 
H p 
l ~~ 
HQ= - 2 x L L 
Ct~yR µ 
a 
where a denotes all quantum numbers necessary to specify a state, 
i.e., aa+IO) = ln£ jm) and a~flF = (-l)j-mln£j -m ) the time-reversed 
state. The quadrupole moment operator is Q = r 2Y2 EUI~F K µ µ 
This model was first discussed by Belyaev40). It was applied 
to single closed-shell nuclei by Kisslinger and Sorensen41 ) who 
later extended their calculations to all spherical nuclei42). A 
recent review of the pairing-p lus - quadrupole model is presented in 
Ref . 43. In relation to the osmium transition region, where the 
two residual forces are expected to be of equal importance, the 
only pe rtinent investigation was performed by K. Kumar and 
M. Baranger. In a series of papers (Refs. 43,44,45,46,47), these 
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authors systematically investigated the roles of these forces by a 
method which treats the pairing force and the quadrupole force on 
the same footing, without any a priori assumptions about the nuclenr 
shape. Their approach is based on the followin g procedure : 
(i) A deformed one-body Hamiltonian is defined 
" ' 2..., * + H 0 II - ) (<.X I D Q I 13 ) a0: a 11 • s ~ __ Jµµ 'J 
a 13 µ 
The single particle states and eigenvalues of H are found; that is 
D 
the equation 
is solved for all possible values of the parameters D . µ 
(ii) 48) The BCS procedure is applied to these levels, resulting in 
the quasi-particle energies 
irnd the occupation probabilities 
v. 
1 
2 2 
u. 
1 
where L l/E. = 
i ,....., 1 
4/G, 2 V . 
1 
N (number of particles), and 
6 = G/4 ~uKv .. 
. 1 1 
1 
i 
(iii) This BCS wave function is then used to find the expectation 
value of the total Hamiltonian. This deformation energy (as a 
function of D ) is found to be µ 
~ 2 2 / v. l\ila)i E L-1 1 a 
i' ()'. 
wher e 
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q =) v. 2 (ijQ Ii) µ .l.......! 1. µ 
i 
is the average mass quadrupole moment of the nucleus. 
(iv) The equilibrium shape of the nucleus is found by using the 
D 's as variational parameters to find the minimum of Eo. It has 
p 
49) 0 been shown that when E (D ) is stationary, the self-consistent 
µ 
condition D = X q 
µ µ 
is satisfied. This means that the potential 
'\' ''< 
_ . D Q in which the wave functions are calculated, is the same as 
~ µ µ 
µ 
~ ">'< 
- X , q Q which is the average potential produced for one particle 
..!.._, µ µ 
~l 
by its quadrupole interaction with all others. Since the deformation 
energy EO(D ) is rotationally invariant only two of D 's are inde-
µ µ 
pendent. These are taken to be linear combinations of the D 's and 
µ 
when expressed in a suitable coordinate axes are related to con-
ventional deformation parameters ~ and y by 
2 D sin y where D = mm0 ~ 
(m and m relate to the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian H ). 0 s 
So far, only the static Hamiltonian has been considered. 
Kumar ctnd Baranger then solved Bohr's collective Hamiltonian 22 ) 
which includes seven arbitrary functions of ~ and y (the potential 
energy; the three moments of inertia for rotations and the three 
mass parameters for vibrations). This is done by a numerical method 
discussed in detail in Ref. 48. To compare their model with pre-
vious models, these authors first applied it47 ) to the only nuclear 
r egion in which earlier models encountered difficulties. This is 
the osmium transition region, carefully avoided earlier by nuclear 
86 
theorists who wished to compare their predictions with experimental 
results. 
The main predictions of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model in 
190 the osmium region are: the nuclear shape changes around Os from 
182-186 190-192 192-196 
prolate ( W) to asymmetric ( Os) to oblate ( Pt). 
There is strong coupling between the 13-bands and y-bands and r a pid 
changes in quadrupole moments and B(E2) values. With respect to 
magnetic properties, small B(Ml) values are predicted in fair agree-
ment with experiment (in the hydrodynamical model by Bohr and 
25) 
Mottelson B(Ml) values vanish completely). The reduct ion of the 
+ 
magnetic moment, of first 2 states, from the hydrodynamical values 
is observed, but the individual numbers do not always agree with 
experimental results (cf. Table VII.2). 
e) Discuss ion 
1n Tahle VII.2 we present a surmnary of our experimental 
results, together with the predictions of the three nuclear models 
discussed above. 
The first feature that one notices is that the predictions of 
all three models are in satisfactory agreement with our experimental 
results . This is not very surprising since these models basically 
use the same collective Hamiltonian and differ only in their treat-
ments of the residual interactions . Greiner treats it phenomenolo-
gically, while Kumar and Baranger treat it microscopically. In fact, 
t:lieir tnK~ atment of the pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction, out-
li111 ,d 111 (d), l s very si.milar to the cranklnf•, mod e l lrr~ntnu: ntK '!'lit• 
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main difference is that unlike the cranking model treatment, they do 
not assume a deformed shape for the nuclear surface, and secondly, 
they solve the Bohr's collective Hamiltonian by an accurate numerical 
method. 
The best over-all agreement with our results comes f rom 
Greiner's model. However, his is a phenomenological model that does 
not shed any light on the origins of the nuclear forces and therefore 
is not very exciting. The treatment of the pairing-plus-quadrupole 
interaction by Kumar and Baranger may be regarded as an extension of 
the cranking approach. This point is discussed by them4 6). 
However, they are quick to point out the conceptual differences 
between the two treatments . 
Finally, it should be mentioned that all these models attempt 
to describe nuclear properties over a range of nuclei using a few 
parameters . Their results therefore, are not expected to be in 
complete agreement with nuclear properties of any one nucleus. 
Rather, they try to predict and explain general trends and systematics 
of nuclear properties in a whole region o f nuclei. As such, they 
are all successful and in particular, the pairing-plus-quadrupole 
model which covers the l arges t range of nuclei . 
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PART 3: HYPERFINE MAGNETIC FIELDS AT "IMPURITY" ATOMS IN FERRO-
MAGNETIC HOSTS 
The nucleus of an atom in a solid experiences 
magnetic fields originating from three possible sources. 
These are: Its own electronic configuration, its neigh-
boring atoms in the lattice, and external application 
of magnetic fields. If this atom is diamagnetic, all 
its electrons are paired off to yield no magnetic field 
at the nucleus. If, in addition, this atom is em-
bedded in a ferromagnetic host lattice, its nucleus 
will experience strong magnetic fields, stronger usually 
than any laboratory magnet can produce. These fields 
are very sensitive to the type of the "impurity" atom 
and in fact show appreciable but systematic fluctu-
ations as a function of the atomic number of the 
impurity. The mechanism which produces this behavior 
is only vaguely understood. The experiments described 
below were undertaken to furnish more data on these 
fields, which should lead to a better understanding 
of the solid state and in particular, ferromagnetism. 
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VIII INVESTIGATION OF INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS OF 111cd IN NICKEL 
VIJI.l Introduction 
I I I . 111. 111 Tie ralio:tcti.ve cecay of· 111 to Cd iH one of the fC'w 
cas e s in which the techn ique of time-differentia l pe rturbetl angu l ar 
correlation can be used with hi gh accuracy to investigate hype rfine 
interactions. In particular, it can be used to investigate the 
distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields acting on Cd impurities 
embedded in ferromagnetic hosts. The question of whether the values 
quoted for the measured internal fields pertain to impurities in 
substitutional lattice sites, interstitial sites or both, is of 
obvious importance to the theorist who bases his calculations on a 
solid state model. 
VIII.2 Preparation of Sources 
Sources were made by two independent methods: 
1. Natural cadmium metal foil (12.75°/o 111cd), 20 mils thick, was 
-3 bombarded by 30 MeV protons, for a total of 5 x 10 Coulomb charge, 
. 111 111 
to produce indium by the reaction Cd(p,n) In. L 1 . d 114 ong- ive In 
was not produced and the only competing activities were short lived. 
The radioactive sample containing the In activity in the 
c:1dmLum target was cl issolved in concentrated n itric acid and the 
solution evapora t ed to dryness. The cadmium was separated fr om t he 
indium through precipitation of the activity as the hydroxide by 
addition of amonium hydroxide, followed by repeated heating a nd 
centrifuging of the mixture . The activity was then electroplated 
91 
onto a tapered nicke l pin from a high pH cyanide solution. The pin 
was driven into a matching nickel pot which was then me lte d in an 
induction furnace using a levitating silver boat. The source was 
coined, in a hydraulic press, into a cylindrical shape, for a good 
nwgneti-c contact. 
109 2 . Natural silver foil (48.65 % Ag), 5 mils thick, was bombarded 
-2 by 40 MeV alpha particles, for a total of 9 x 10 Coulomb charge, to 
111 . 109 111 ... produce In by the reaction Ag(a,2n) In (and to minimize 
competing reactions). The sample was dissolved in nitric acid, 
evaporating to dryness and redissolved in distilled water. The 
silver was then precipitated with 1/2 N hydrochloric acid. The 
supernate containing the In activity was evaporated to dryness and 
redissolved in water. The activity was then electroplated onto a 
nicke l pin from the resulting neutral solution and source prepared 
~s in me thod 1. 
VIII.3 The Gamma-Gamma Cascade 
1 h h 1 1 d . f 111 d Figure s ows t e eve iagram o C . 111 The parent In 
(T 1/2 2.8 days) decays by K capture populating almost exclusively 
+ n + the 419 keV, 7/2 level. The latter, decays · to the J = 1/2 ground 
+ + + 
state only via the 7/2 (173 keV)S/2 (247 keV) 1/2 cascade. Con-
111 
sequently, the energy spectrum of the decay of In, taken with a 
7.6 cm x 7.6 cm NaI spectrometer, shown in Fig. 2, d isplays only the 
above-mentioned 173 and 247 keV gamma rays and interference from 
other radiations is non-existent. The above cascade, with the known 
2 
mixing ratio in the 173 keV g amma ray ( 5 = 0.21) is highly 
...... 
v 
N 
92 
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Figure 1 
Decay scheme of 49rr
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anisotropic. Also, the 5/2+ intermediate state has a relatively long 
-8 half life (T 112 = 8.4 x 10 sec) so that this cascade is well suited 
for a time-differential measurement. Also, hyperfine fields ranging 
from 5 kG to 200 kG can be investigated using this cascade. 
VIII.4 Experimental Procedure 
The two gamma rays were detected at a fixed angle e with 
respect to one another, with runs taken at angles e = 3n/4, n and 
Sn/4 radians. The 177 keV y 1 actuated the "start" channel and the 
243 keV y 2 , the "stop" channel. Saturation of the source was 
achieved with a small electromagnet . Compensating coils reduced any 
magnetic effects on the phototubes to a minimum. Data were collected 
in periods of 200 sec with 20 sec pauses, and stored "alternately " in 
the two halves of the analyzer. The magnetic field was reversed 
during each pause. Also, the sing les count rate from each detector 
plus the triple coincidence rate were recorded, during each pause, and 
checked for irregularities during the several day's runs. 
Background runs were taken before and after runs and the time 
spectrum taken was also calibrated using a pulser and using annihi-
lation radiation. 
An RIDL 400 channel analyzer was used for source 1 produced 
b h · lllCd( ) 1111 h.l ND 4096 h 1 1 y t e reaction p,n n w i e a . . c anne ana yzer 
. 109 111 
was used for source 2 produced b y the reaction Ag(a,2n) I n. 
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VIII.5 Data Analysis and Results 
As has been discussed earlier (Sec. II.5) it is customary 
to analyze data in terms of the field reversal ratio R( B,t) which is 
independent of the lifetime of the intermediate state. Our analysis 
was performed on the difference 
WT(B 3:n: 4 , t, + H) - WT( B 
In this case the b4 term in WT(B,t,H) van ishes so that only one 
frequency m0 = 2mL is associated with the precession in the magnetic 
field. Also, background subtraction is taken care of automatically 
(although the statistical errors due to the background have to be 
accounted for). In addition, the mean life of the intermediate state 
was determined and checked against the time calibration of the 
apparatus. Finally, convenience in using the expression derived in 
Appendix A was also a contributing factor in data analysis methods. 
The experimental data "IAere Fourier analyzed by a straight-
forward Fourier transform (Figs . 3,4) . A theoretical expression, 
modified to duplicate experimental conditions, was also Fourier 
analyzed (Fig. 5) . In addition, a continuous theoretical expression 
was analyzed (Fig. 6) and the three Fourier transforms compared. 
It was found that modifying the continuous theoret ical express ion, 
introduced peaks in the trans f orms, due to the discreteness of the 
function, which far outweighed those due to the finiteness of time 
interval. 
Th e results of the analysis were then used as initial guesses 
in a non-linear least - squares fitting program (a mod ified version of 
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IBM SHARE No . 3094 program) and final results for the parameters were 
obtained (Fig . 7). 
Runs at e rr radians were analyzed to check for misalignment 
of the detectors and none was found. Also the sum W( B,t,+H) + 
W( B,t,-H) was analyzed and compared with a decreasing exponential. 
No observable differential non-linearities in the system were found. 
Fourier analysis of data f rom source 1, unannealed, revealed 
the exis tence o[ two f ie 1.ds. -1 One at 2WL = 0.188 ns (lie f[ 61 . 7 k c.; ) 
cor r es ponding to the well-known field of 63.S kG and another at 
- 1 
2WL = 0 . 075 ns (Heff 24.S kG) with about 20% relative strength but 
of opposite polarity to the first. 
Data from source 2, unannealed,yielded the main frequency only. 
However, several other frequencies, of weak strengths, both higher 
and lower than the main one, were observed. 
Source 3 (same as source 2) was annealed for 2 1/2 hours at 
800°K. An analysis revealed one frequency only with no other p eaks 
Eexct~ pt those due to the discreteness of the data). Fitted values 
of the mean .lire T a nd the precession fre que nc y of the 243 keV, 
J n = 5/2+ e xcited state were obtained with excellent agreeme nt with 
ear lier results. Table VIII.l presents a summmary of our results. 
We cannot, unfortunately, draw any definite conclusions regarding t he 
24 . 5 kG field, found in source 1. This source was not annealed and, 
in addition, was pre pared by a different method than source 2. We 
therefore, merely point out that exchange effects (Sec. XII.2), can 
result in magnetic fields of opposite polarity, at two nucle i whose 
a toms are located at two different types of lattice sites . 
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IX: THE INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS AT Hg SITES IN Ni, Co AND Fe HOSTS 
IX.l Introduction 
Th1c' intern;1l magnetic fields acting at Ilg nuclei embedd e d in 
Fe host lnttice (Hg Fe), have been explored by Keszthelyi et al. S) 
6) 
and by Murray et al. . The results reported by these authors; 
H = - 980 kG and H. 490 kG, respectively, are in striking int int 
disagreement with each other. A re-examination of H. (Hg Fe) int -
seems important. At the same time a study of H. (Hg Co) and int -
H. (Hg Ni) appears worthwhile since data on these two ferromagnets int -
are not as abundant as data on impurities in Fe host l at tices. 
TX. 2 Source Prepara tion and the Cascade 
198 The 2.7 days source Au was produced at the UCIA reac tor via 
. 197 198 the reaction Au(n,y) Au. The large neutron absorption cross 
section for 197Au resulted in a high specific activity source. The 
198 
activity o.f Au in metallic form was deposited in pots mad e of 
1.3 g r ams of pure (99.99%) Fe, Co and Ni. Tapered pins were driven 
into the pots under vacuum and the sealed pots were melted in an 
induction furnace in argon atmosphere. All samples had active 
concentration of less than 0.1 atomic percent. 
I d h f 198 h . F . 8 . . 1 From t1e ecay sc eme o . Aus own in ·ig . it is c ear 
that only the one cascade, the 2+(676 keV)2+(412 keV)O+ is prese nt 
and is r a ther we a k as can be seen in the NaI energy spec trum dis-
played in Fig . 9. The measurements were performed using the integral -
reverse - field me thod and the gamma rays were detected by two 
2- 2 .698d 
A 198 
79 u 
aE:~Ca s sc l iemt' of 
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IO co 
r--: co 
co tri 
2+ 0 I'- 1087.5 (.() 
4+ 998 
--
2
-+ __ _..._¢ ___ 4_l_l._9 0.02 nS 
Figure 8 
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7 .6 cm x 7 .6 cm Nal det ectors. The experimenta .I set-up wns 
described earlier (Chapter III). The Fe and Ni ferr omagnetic 
samples were aligned with an external magnetic field of H 
ext 
and the Co source with a field of 18 kG. 
IX . 3 Res u 1t s 
The experimental angular correlation coefficients of the 
676-412 keV cascade were found to be A2 = - 0.253 ± 0.005 and 
5 kG 
A4 = 0.107 ± 0.007. Precession measurements were made at fixed 
:111F DI ll~p 120° nnd 2li0°. l\l' l:ltt~sc angles the fie ld-re vcrfJ t1I r;:ilio f<( O) 
renclles ils largest absolute value. The internal magnetic fields 
were derived using the mean life and the g-factor of the first 2+ 
7) -11 
state measured previously T = (3.15 ± 0.15) x 10 sec, 
g ( 198Hg) = 0.55 ± 
2+ 
Hg Ni source: CDT 
Hg Co source: CDT 
Hg Fe source: 
0.11. The results are: 
-3 (6.8 ± 2.1) x 10 radians and H. 
int 
-3 (30.0 ± 2.3) x 10 radians and 
(36. 5 
Hint = - (370 ± 78)kG 
-3 
± 3.2) x 10 radians and 
H = - (440 ± lOS)kG. int 
- (86 ± 22)kG 
Tiie measured value of H. (Hg Fe) is in agreeme nt wj th tl1e int - -
recent measurement H. = - (490 ± 125)kG of Murray et a 1. 6 ) . int 
In addition, the internal magnetic fields experienced by the Hg 
nuclei embedded in the three ferromagnets show the expected pro-
portionality between the induced fields on diamagnetic impurities 
and the magnetic moments of the host metals. 
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X THE HYPER.FINE MAGNETIC FIELDS EXPERIENCED BY Tl NUCLEI IN THE 
FERROMAGNETS 
X.l Introduction 
In Chapter IX, the magnetic hyperfine fields on Hg nuclei 
( Z = 80) in ferromagnetic hosts were found to be negative and of 
medium strength. In Pb, these fields are known 8 ) to be positive 
and also of medium strength. Since magnetic hyperfine fields on 
impurity nuclei. :in the ferromagnets have a definite trencJ in this 
u~ gionI i.l ls safe to :1ssume that the fields on Tl are small in 
magnitude. It is not possible yet, however, to even predict their 
sign. In fact, they may very well prove to be highly valuable in 
determining the parameters of hyperfine interaction theories, used 
to fit experimental results. At present , no such theories exist 
and even empirical formulae do not yield satisfactory predictions 
(Chapter XII). The measurements of the internal magnetic field on 
Tl in ferromagnetic hosts is therefore highly desirable both for the 
growing field of hyperfine interactions and for nuclear physics as a 
X.2 Source Preparation 
Of all the Tl isotopes, the only one which can be used with 
1 . 203 1 our present experimenta set-up 1s T . The parent 203Pb 
(T
112 
= 52 hours) was obtained by using the reaction 
Z0 3Tl(d,2n) 203Pb on a Tl 1 Th Pb . . d meta target. e act1v1ty was separate 
from the Tl metal target in the following procedure. The sample was 
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dissolved in a minimum amount of HN03 . The solution was made basic 
through the addition of NH40H and a few milligrams of iron carrier 
were added. 802 gas was bubbled through the solution to change 
the valency of Tl to Tl+l, and excess 802 was expelled by heating. 
Addition of concentrated tt2so4 prec ipated the activity plus iron 
and the supernate was discarde d. The iron carrier was removed by 
extraction with ethyl ether. The Pb804 activity was dilu ted in H20 
and put in a pot made of the desired ferromagnetic host. The 
sample was hea ted at 700°c in vacuum to convert Pb804 to PbO wh ich 
was then reduced in H2 gas at 200°c. The source was finally 
melted in an induction furnace. The above procedure was necessary 
since Pb has a very low melting point and previous attempts using 
carrier-free Pb activity failed upon melting of the source since all 
the activity evaporated before the ferromagnetic pot even started to 
melt. Even with our procedure about 70% of the activity was lost. 
Due to the larger solubility of Pb in Co than in Fe, the Pb Co s ource 
was stronger. 
A sample o f Tl in Fe wa s also prepared by using a di fferent 
technique of source preparation. The PbO was dissolved in NH0 3 and 
mixed with fine iron powder. This mix ture was dried, reduced in tt2 , 
coined into the form of a small cylinder and annealed at 800°c for 
12 h. This sample gave a field of -30 ± 30 kG. Th is is a smaller 
field than that obtained with the melted alloy and it appears that 
the sample has to pas s through the molten phase in order to ge t t he 
binnry al loy. 
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X. 3 The Gamma-Gamma Cascade and Results 
The decay scheme of 
203
Pb is shown in Fig. 10. + The 5/2 (401 keV) 
+ + 3/2 (279 keV)l/2 cascade was used in the measurements and the gamma 
rays were detected by two 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm integral line NaI 
spectrometers. The angular correlation coefficients for this 
cascade were measured to be A2 = - 0.120 ± 0.008 and 
A1+ == - 0.015 :'. 0.012 in the experimental geometry. Precession 
measurements were performed at fixed angles U = '· 3rr/4 radians 
between the detectors. -10 Using T = (4.05 ± 0.06) x 10 sec. ang 
g = 0 .110 ± 0. 033 for the 279 keV state reported by Ref. 7 , the 
magnetic fields were found to be 
H. (Tl Fe) int - - 185 ± 70 kG 
H. (Tl Co) int - - 90 ± 35 kG. 
1 ]() 
5/2- 52.1 h 
0 0 Pb203 5/2+ co ~ 82 ~ v 680.1 I 
I 
I 
I Ee 
I 
m I 
3/2+ I'-N 279.1 /<2% 
I 
I 
112+ 0 
81 Tl203 
}~~ igure 10 
De ca y scheme ot 203 82 Pb (Energies in keV) 
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XI THE MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE 50 keV, 3/2 
22] 
STATE IN Ra AND TllE 
INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS ACTING ON Ra NUCLEI DIFFUSED INTO FERRO-
MAGNETIC HOSTS 
XI.l Introduction 
The hyperfine magnetic fields at the sites of impurity atoms 
diffused in ferromagnetic hosts have been observed to exhibit a 
frequent change of sign as a function of the atomic number of the 
impurity. This behavior can be qualitatively understood from the 
electron configuration of the impurity. It has recently be e n found 
that the field of radon 9) (Z = 86) in iron is positive, while the 
f . ld f . lO)( O) 1e o ur a n1um Z = 9 in iron is negative. From systemat ics 
one does indeed expect a sign change in this region of atomic 
numbers. In addition, the hyperfine magnetic fields on "Sd" 
impurity atoms diffused in Fe l attice should have a behavior similar 
to the fields observed on "4d" elements in the same host. In 
p a rticular, the field on Ba in Fe has been recentJ.y reported to be 
H . (Ba Fe) = 0 1: 100 kG11 ) and since Ra is the "Sd" counterpart 1nt -
of the "4d" Ba (both terminate their respective series), a similar 
result in Ra seems likely. 
XI.2 The Magnetic Moment of the 3/2 State 
223 
From the partial level diagram of Ra shown in Fig. 11 it 
is clear that a measurement on the 3/2 state requires the use of 
Ge(Li) spectrometers . In addition, the only long-lived radioactive 
227 . 227 
source is the 21.6 years Ac wh1ch ~ decays to Th (T112 
18.2 days). 223 The levels in Ra are directly populated via the 
112 
3/2+ 
21.6 y 
227Ac K~~ 16.2d I.mTh 
0 
3[2+ 
I 
266.1 ;, 261.3 
247 .3 
234.9 
q 
<D 
.., 
3/2 '!5/2 ,7/2+ 
(\j 
-
912+ 174.6 
'!512 , 712• 
130.0 712+ 124.9 -~ 123 .7 
3/2 112- 79 .B 
-
'!512+ 6 1. 5 ~/O ' 50.1 0.6 nS 
..... ~ 29 .9 
ci 
1/2. (640] - 112• t 
223Ra 
0 
FIGURE 11 
227Ac partia l decay s cheme 
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227 223 
a -decay of Th. Ra itself is not stable (T 112 = 11.43 d ays ) 
being part of the actinium decay series which terminates with 
207 22 7A Pb. A Ge(Li) energy spectrum of the decay of c is shown in 
Fig. 12. 
The measurement was performed using the integral-reverse-
3 field method and the gamma ray s were detected by two 5 cm planar 
Ge(Li) detectors. Angular correlation measurements were performed on 
227 
a liquid source made of carrier-free Ac activity in dilute solution 
of HN03 which was put in a small plastic container. The 
+ - + 3/2 (236 keV)3/2 (50 keV)l/2 cascade used in the measurement, yielded 
the a ngular correlation coefficients (corrected for geometry) 
A2 = - 0.205 ± 0.005 and A4 = 0. These values are in agreement with 
1 2) previous measurements and indicate that time-dependent quadrupole 
interactions that could attenuate the correlation during the 
relatively long life o f the intermediate state are not present. The 
mean life of this state T = (0.91 ± 0.10) x l0-9sec 13) made it 
possible to measure the magnetic moment with an external magnetic 
field of H = 28.0 kG. The integral-reverse-field method was used 
ext 
in the precession measurement and the mean precession an g le 
CJ.Jr = 0.034 ± 0.003 radians for the 50 keV state was obtained fr om 
the fie ld reversal ratio R( B) at e = 3rr/4 radians. Using these 
results, the magnetic moment of the 3/2 state was found to be 
µ(50 keV, 3/2-) = 0.56 ± 0.08 nm. 
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XI .3 Preparation of Ferromagnetic Sources 
The dilute alloys of Ac with the ferroma gnets were prepared 
227 by depositing the carrier-free Ac activity in dilute HN0 3 on 
"' 80 mg of powder of pure Fe, Co or Ni meta ls. The mixtures were 
washed with water, dried and reduced in hydrogen. The reduced 
3 powders were coined into small cylinders under a pressure ~ 10 atm. 
In a second step the cylinders were rolled into thin foils ( ~ 0.3 mm 
thickness) and annealed for 5 h at 800°c. All alloys had less than 
0.01 atomic percent of Ac. The necessity for use of thin foils is 
explained in Appendix B in which the effects of source thickness on 
angular correlation measurements are described. This is particularly 
important in the present case which involves a very low energy line 
(50 keV) and a relatively low ganuna ray (the 236 keV line). 
XI.4 Experimental Techniques and Results 
The hyperfine magnetic field in the Ra Ni source was measured 
using the integral-reverse-field method while the Ra Co and Ra Fe 
sources were investigated by both the integra l-reverse-field and the 
i n tegral rotation methods. The me tallic f oil sources were 
polarized by an external magnetic field; the Ni and Fe alloys we re 
aligned with a field H = 3 kG while a field of H = 18 kG was 
ext ext 
needed to saturate the Co source. The hyperfine fields quoted below 
have been corrected for the external aligning fields. The experi-
mental procedure was the same as for the liquid source, but both 
detectors were moved closer to the source to increase the coincidence 
rate. In all cases the angular correlation coefficient A4 was 
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found to be A4 :::._ 0 within experime ntal errors a s is expecled 
the ore t ica l ly . The resul t s are: 
Liquid sour ce: A2 - 0. 12 ± 0 .004 
Ra Ni source: A2 0.10 ± 0 . 005 and ffiT = 0 . 035 ± 0.010 radi ans 
Ra Co s ource: A2 0.08 ± 0 . 004 and (1),- 0 . 07 6 ± 0.013 radians 
Ra Fe s ource: A2 - 0. 0 7 ± 0 . 004 and (1),- 0 . 125 ± 0.016 radians. 
Using thes e results and t he magnetic moment of the 3/2 state 
reported above, the followin g internal magnetic f ie lds wer e obtained: 
H. (Ra in t Ni) 30 ± 10 kc 
H . (Ra int Co) 80 ± 16 kG 
H. t (Ra Fe) - 105 ± 20 kG . in -
It i s of interest to note that all the metal l ic sources 
yielded a ngular corre l ations which are a t tenuated with respe ct to 
the angular correlation of the liquid source. The s e attenuations 
are larger than the expected attenuation factor of l/h + (2nrr)i· 
due to magnetic h y perfine intera c t i ons. This discrepanc y disappears 
if one takes i n to account the scattering of the low e nergy gamma 
rays in the cascade . This mechanism could also explain t he small 
di ffe rences in the c orrelation observe d for the three fe rromagne tic 
sources . However, s ince t here seem to exist slightlr larger 
attenuations on goin g from the Ni through Co, to the Fe sources, it 
is also possib l e that sma l l qua drupo le interac t ion is presen t in 
the host lattices. 223 In fact, s ince alpha decay populat e s Ra, it is 
indeed possible that the c ubic symmetry usua lly enj oyed by these 
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ferromagnetic lattices is disturbed. Also, it may cause the radio-
active nuclei to recoil out of substitutional sites into inter-
stitial ones in which case they will experience different internal 
fields. On the other hand it is known that the radius of a radium 
atom is much larger than the radii of any of the ferromagnetic host 
atoms. As a result, ordinary diffusion techniques are not capable 
of embedding the radium impurity in any of the host lattices. The 
227 
alpha decay of Th is then actually helpful in implanting the 
nctive radium atoms into the ferromagnetic lattices. Also, the 
appreciable difference between the radius of the impurity atomH 
and the radii of the host atoms causes the impurity atoms to be 
implanted preferentially in substitutional sites where the lattice 
spacing is the largest. 
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XII DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
XII.l Stnnmary of Experimental Results 
The hyperfine magnetic fields experienced by the nuc le i of 
Cd, Hg, Tl and Ra atoms, embedded in ferromagnetic lattice hosts, 
are sunnnarized in Table XII.l. 
The measurement on Cd is in good agreement with the earlier 
measurement of Matthias et al. <4~ The appearance of a satellite field 
of opposite polarity is inconclusive. However, our analysis reveals 
the necessity for caution in data analysis. The discret e nature and 
finite time-interval of the experimental data introduce spurious fre-
quency components into the time-differential measurement. These can 
best be seen in our Fourier analysis (Figs. 3-6) and very likely 
mask a whole distribution of internal magnetic fields, which in some 
cases may be significant. Data fitting b y theoretical expressions, 
modified to duplicate experimental conditions, should prove useful 
in overcoming these difficulties. In addition, there are cases in 
which the mean life of the investigated state is comparable to the 
time resolution of the experimental system. These can the n be 
measured by the highly sensitive time-differential technique rather 
than by insensitive time-integral techniques. Appendix A presents 
such a modi fied function. The lifetime of the 5/2 state in 111cd, 
measured by us, agrees well with previous measurements and reflects 
the accuracy of this method. 
The measurements on Hg indicate that the i nternal field of Hg 
in Fe , reported by Kesz thelyi et al. 5 ) is incorrect, being too high 
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by approximate ly a factor of 2. The internal fields of f~ in Co 
and Ni are found to be in reasonable a g reement with the pre dict i on 
that the se fields should be proportional to the magnetic moment 
o f the host atoms. 
The magne tic hy per f ine fie lds of Tl and Ra in ferromagnetic 
hosts are small as expected from systematics. In Ra, these fields 
have indeed changed sign in going from Ra to U. Again the pro-
portionality between the fie lds and the host's mome nts is observed. 
XII . 2 Status of Theoretical Investigations 
The Hamiltonian for the magnetic interaction betwee n a single 
e l ec tron and the nuclear magnetic moment is g iven b y 
H (XII. l) 
where g0 and ~ are the e lectronic and nuclear g-fac tor s , µ 0 and µN 
4 4 4 
are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons and L, S, and I r e pre s e nt, 
respe ctively, electron orbital, electron spin, and nuclear spin 
angular mome ntum ope rators. The first term, which is calle d the 
(14) 
Fermi contact term is non-zero only for s e lectrons, in which case 
the last two t erms are zero . These two terms ar e dipolar inter-
action t e rms. The interaction Hamiltonian can also be written in 
the form 
4 4 
H = - µ ·H I J (XII . 2) 
4 4 
where µI i s the nuclear magnetic mome nt and HJ is the magnetic field 
at the nucleus o f the atom having total angular mome ntum J. 
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For a single e l ec tron (or a single hole in c lose u she ll) with 
Li O, Eq. (XII.l) can be replaced by the operator 
H' s
2 3(S·r) 2 
3 + 5 
r r 
(XII. 3) 
~ ~ 
where us e was made of the fact that only the components of L and S 
~ . 
along J contribute to the average value. The last two terms cancel 
e ach other on taking the average, leaving only the orbital term. The 
orbital angular momentum is quenched, in most cases, by the crystal 
fielu so that it usually does not contribute to the interaction. 
Exceptions a r e the "4f" ions in the rare-earth region. 
For a toms with unpaire d s e lectrons, the field at the nucleus 
arises only from the contact part of the Hamiltonian. This field 
is 
(XII .4) 
? 
where It (O)J- is the density of the s electrons at the nucleus. 
s 
For atoms with a net spin but no unpaired s electrons, the above 
one - electron theory predicts zer o hyperfine magnetic fields, whereas 
large fields were observed for such cases. It was the n suggested 
b S h . 15 ) h h 1 . . f h 1 b h y t e rn eimer t at t e po arization o t e core e ectrons y t e 
spin of the outer electrons would produce a ne t unpaired spin de nsit y 
at the nucleus. This would result then in a hyperfine magnetic f ield 
via the Fermi contact term. The b e st treatment of this core polari-
zation effect is supplied by the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method. 
It i s identical to the conventional Hartree-Fock method, except that 
the radial part of an o r bital wave function is allowed to depend on 
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the magnetic quantum number "M "within an "n,l" shell. Thus 
s 
orbitals of spin "up" and spin "down" may differ in their spatial 
behavior resulting in a net spin-density at the nucleus. This 
difference is a consequence of the exchange interaction which 
affects only electrons with spin parallel to the net spin of the 
atom. The exchange interaction acts as an attractive interaction 
for p a rallel spins though actually it is a reduction in electro-
static repulsion due to the exclusion principle. Thus, all inner s 
electron shells are exchange polarized by outer electrons and con-
tribute to net spin-density at the nucleus. A detailed discussion of 
core polarization is given in Ref. 16. 
In a ferromagnetic lattice, the nucleus of a normally diamagnetic 
impurity atom will experience magnetic fields due to two possible 
mechanisms. These are conduction-electrons polarization and core-
polarization, both producing a net spin-density at the nucle us. 
Direct overlap of the "3d" spin-density from neighboring ferromagnetic 
atoms is small. 
Conduction-electrons polarization is produced by exchange inter-
ac tions of the magnetic electrons on the ferromagnetic atoms with 
s-type conduction bands, thus producing a field at the nucleus via 
the Fermi contact term. This polarization is partially ordinary 
exchange polarization described above. It is also partially due to 
the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida exchange interaction which arises 
from the effects of local electronic magnetic moments on the con-
duction e l ect ron s pin distribution. 
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Core polarization is produced by exchange interaction with 
neighboring ferromagnetic atoms. It can be also produced by 
interaction with polarized conduction bands. The outer electrons of 
the impurity atom are first exchange polarized and contribute a 
field at the nucleus through the Fermi contact term, or by core-
polarizing the inner electron shells. 
In the above, only a few of the possible interactions were 
mentioned. Their contributions to hyperfine magnetic fields vary in 
signs and magnitudes and even qualitative treatments have not been 
satisfactory. In fact, simple unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations 
were performed only for free ions(l5 ). It is therefore of interest 
to describe the empirical systematics displayed by these fields . 
These systematics are: 
(i) Proportionality of the magnetic field at the nucleus of the 
impurity atom to the effective magnetic moment of the host atoms 
(2.2, 1.7, and 0.6 for Fe, Co, and Ni, respectively). This laN 
holds for the majority of known cases, including our recent results. 
(ii) Dependence of the magnetic field on the number of electrons in 
the outer shells of the impurity atom. Within one period, the 
fields follow a definite pattern displayed in Fig. 13. Our measure-
ments on Hg, Tl, and Ra fit well into this pattern for the "Sd" 
period. 
(iii) Dependence of the magnetic field on the number of the periodic 
group. The value of the magnetic field increases with the number of 
the period. 
These systematics are obeyed in most cases, with very few ex-
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ceptions (disregarding the r a re-earth elements). Based on these 
. . ( 18) 
systematics, Shirley and Westenbarger sugges t e d that conduction 
e lectron polarization may be the major contributing mech anism to 
magnetic fields at diamasrnetic atoms in ferromagnetic hosts. 
Ba l abanov and Delyagin(l9 ) v e ry recently arrived a t the conclusion 
that core polarization is the major mechanism. The confusion does 
not end there, since both descriptions are inaccurate. F or instance, 
Shirley and Westenbarger predict large positive field for Ba in Fe 
whereas the measured field is very small and possibly negative. 
Balabanov and Delyag in predict positive fields for Ra in the ferro-
magnets, while our measurements indicate small but negative fields. 
Finally, we would like to point out that although interest in 
hy perfine interactions of impurities has been growing in recent years, 
it is by no means a widely investigated phenomenon. The solid state 
theorists would rather deal with perfectly regular lattices while 
nuclear physicists are only interested in using hyperfine fields to 
probe the nucleus. However, putting the same impurity in several host 
lattices and putting several impurities in tl1e same host l a ttice 
s hould yield valuable information about the solid state. This has 
been done for semiconductors, resulting in the modern era of semi-
conductor devices. The use of hyperfine interactions could result 
in a better understanding of electric and magnetic properties of 
solids. 
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Figure 13: Hyperfine magnetic fields of "4d " and " 5d" series e l ements 
in Fe. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF TIME-DIFFERENTIAL PERTURBED ANGULAR CORRELATION MEA S UREMENTS 
A .l Introduction 
The method of time-differential perturbe d angular corre lation, 
has been used for some time as a nuclear and solid-state probe. It 
makes possible accurate mea surements of magnetic and electric mome nt s 
of excited state o f nucle i, which are not acce ssible to other me thods. 
Spin assignments and in some c a s e s mixing ratios o f gamma rays have 
been determined by this me thod. Lately this method has been in-
creasin g ly use d, not only in det e rmining magne tic hyperfine inter -
actions in s ol i d s , but also in measuring time re laxa tion phe nome na 
and othe r time-depe nd e nt int eractions i n solids. 
Di f fer ential measurements have seve ral advantages over integraJ 
ones . They yield more information with much higher accuracy than 
integral mea sure me nts. Experimentally they are easier to perform since 
both detec tors are stationary and a separa te timing/switchi ng c ontrol 
system is not necessary. 
On the other hand, different i al measurements are much more 
se nsitive to fl uctuations in the time - res ponse o f the coincide nce 
syst em, beca use the c orrelation pattern is obse rved directly as a 
function o f the delay between the emission of the two gamma-rays in the 
investiga t e d cascade. 
In the f ollowi ng, an expression f or the observ ed differential 
perturbed correlation is obtaine d. It takes into acc ount time-
f luc t u a tions in the r esponse of the various components of t h e 
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correlation apparatus, i.e., it describes the probability that the 
experimental. system will introduce extra delay into the true delay 
time, which will res~lt in the information being stored in a cer tain 
channel of a multichannel analyzer. 
The treatment is divided into several steps: 
1. The theoretical expression is presented and the various para-
meters are described. Effects such as scattering in the source and 
surrounding material and of the finite solid angles subtended by the 
detectors, are assumed to be included in the angular-correlation 
coefficients. Correction tables are available for finite solid angle 
effects and scattering effects can be minimized by making the source 
dimensions smal l. 
2. The response of the two detector systems is evaluated, both 
in the time and frequency domains. It is assumed that the response 
of each de tector is Poisson distributed with a characteristic decay 
constant. This description specifically applies to scintillation 
counters, however, it also applies to solid-state counters to a high 
degree of accuracy. 
3. Time-dispersion in the 'electronics' section of the apparatus 
is describe d both in the time and frequency domains. Here, the 
' e l e ctronics' section includes the various electronic compone nts which 
relay the timing information from the detectors, until thi s information 
is stored away. These usually include phototubes (for scintillation 
counters), preamplifiers, fast amplifiers, fast triggers and a time-
to-amplitude converter. The normal distribution is assumed for the 
time-di s persion curve. 
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4. The total response of both the detectors' section and tlw 
electronics section is then calculated by folding the two tlistrJ-
butions in the time domain, a nd by using the convolution theorem in 
the frequency domain. 
5. The results of the previous step are then used to obtain an 
expression for the perturbed angular correlation just before it is 
stored away. 
6. The effects of finite time-widths of the various channels in 
which information is stored are taken into account, assuming each 
channel to have a rectangular shape. The final, discrete expression 
[or t he obst~rved perturbed corrc lat ion is then derived. 
7. The importance of the various terms in the modifie d 
correlation expression is discussed. 
8. Simplified versionsof the observed correlation, which 
pertain to specific cases (of experimental importance) are described. 
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A.2 The Theoretical Expression 
The theoretical expression obeyed by time differential, per-
turbed angular correlation is given by (Sec. II.3) 
W(t) 
where 
l 
T 
A2,A4 
"2'"-4 
decay constant of intermediate state. 
angular correlation coefficients . 
attenuation coefficients . 
P 2 (x),P4 (x)= Legendre polynomials of 2nd and 4th order. 
e constant angle between detectors' directions . 
Larmor frequency of precession. 
time delay between the emission of the first and 
second gamma rays in the investigated cascade . 
U(t) = { ~/O t < o} t = 0 
t > 0 
unit step func t ion. 
The first term in the product is the probability (density) that 
the intermediate state will decay via the second gamma ray at time 
' t' after being populated at time t = 0 by the first gamma ray in 
the cascade. 
The term in parentheses is the perturbed angular correlation 
expression and is proportional to the probability that at time t 
after the emission of the first gamma ray, the second gamma ray will 
be emitted at an angle ( 8 - rnLt) with respect to the direction of 
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emission of the first. The attenuation coe ff icients A2 and A4 are 
related to time d e pendent inte ract i ons due to fluctuations in 
magne tic or electric fields experienced by the nucl e us in its inter -
me diate state. 
The unit s tep funct ion U(t) insures that the emission o f the 
second ganuna -ray in the cascade will occur after the emission of the 
f ir s t. 
A.J Time -Dis per sion in the Detector System 
If the two ganuna rays in the cascade reach the two scintillators 
s imult a neously (and according to Poisson statistics, simultane ous 
emission of the two garruna rays is the most probable case ), the 
informa tion they carry will not necessarily be transmitted simu l -
taneously to the nex t respective stages since each scintillator has 
a character istic lifetime . Let a 1 and a 2 be the characteristic 
d e ca y constants of the scintillators accepting the first a nd second 
gamma rays, respectively. The probability that the in forma tion 
ca rr.l e d in the:• second wi.11 suf fer a time delay T with res pect t o the 
fir st, i n the scin ti llators, is give n by 
D(T) 
00 
J -a 1 (t' = [ a e 1 
- oo 
- T) -a t' 
u ( t ' - T) ][ a2 e 
2 u ( t ' ) ] 
dt ' 
The fir s t and second terms in the integrand are the probabilities 
that the i n formation carried in the first and second garruna rays will 
s uf fer time delays of (t' - T) and t ', respective ly, so that the 
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delay of the second with respect to the first is t' - (t' - r) = T. 
The surrunation is over all combinations which result in total delay 
of T. In the above derivation of time dispersion in the scin-
tillators, it was assumed that the two garruna rays entered the 
detectors simultaneously. Obviously the result is still true in the 
general case where T now denotes the extra delay in relaying the 
information carried in the two gamma rays. 
It will be useful later to know also the Fourier transform of 
the time dispersion caused by the detectors. 
D ( w) 
A.4 Time-Dispersion in the "Electronics" Section 
1 
i w ) · a2 -
Information concerning the time dispersion occuring in the 
various electronic components which relay the necessary timing pulses 
from the detectors to the multichannel analyzer is nonexistent. 
Assuming random fluctuations and in accord with the central-limit 
theorem of statistics, the time dispersion in the electronics is 
take n to be Gaussian distributed about the initial delay so that the 
probability of extra delay, between the two timing pulses, due to the 
e l ectronics is given by 
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1 
E(t) = ~ 
"-J 2rr o 
and in the frequency domain 
00 
E(rn) 1 J 
- oo 
e 
2 
-(_t _ 
2a2 
e 
2 
t 
202 
- i rnt) 
where o width of the distribution. 
A.5 Total Response of the Detector Plus "Electronics" Sections 
In order to obtain an expression for the total time dispersion 
in both the detectors and the e l ectronics, it is necessary to con-
volute the two distributions, i.e . , sum over all different com-
binations of delays which result in a certain total delay t between 
the two timing pulses . This probability is g iven by 
0 {t-T}
2 
a2) v: P(t) ~ J D(T)E(t - T)dT 0:10:2 2a2 0:1 T dT + e Jz;; o (o:l 
- oo 
where, erfc(x) 
x 
+ 
+ 0:1 t) 
erfc 
- oo 
00 
+j e 
0 
2 (t-T} 
2o
2 
a: o F·~ erfc (-2- - _ t_ 
.[2 .[2 o 
e 
2 dT -a: T } 
2 
e - u du complimentary error function . 
- a: t) 2 
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In the frequency domain, use of the convolution the orem yie ld s 
immediately 
P ( m) D(w)E(m) 
2 
a 
2 
2 
m ( a
1 
~ i m + _o:_
2 
___ j 1-n ) • 
A.6 The Modifie d Perturbed Correlation Function 
It is now possible to calculate the dispersion effect s , in the 
correlation apparatus, on the angular correlation pattern. Again it 
is necessary to convolute the two distributions. The calculation is 
simpli f ied considerably if use is made of the convolution theorem, i. e ., 
m 
W'(t) ~g W(t')P(t - t')dt' ~ W'(m) = W(m)P(m). 
- oo 
Now, 
()() 
{ 
1 A2[ 3e2 i8 
"- t-. im + B _t-.._+_A._
2 
___ i_(_m_-_2_111,_)_ + W(m) ~ J W(t)eimtdt 
- oo 
3e -2ia 2 J 
and 
e - ~O m2(--+_l ___ + 1 i.)= 
a 1 1m a 2 - u.J} P(w) 
Th e c a lcul a tion is long a nd t e dious. Fre que nt us e is ma de of the 
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inverse Fourier transform: 
F - 1 [-1P-~ -i(-ll ~ -: 2 ;] = S(t,y,r) + S(-t,p,r) y + f3 
where 
S(t,a,r) 
2 2 
1 eat + a r erfc (t ) 
2 2r + ar · 
The result is 
WI (t) 
where 
2 2 2 2 
µ(t,f3, a 1,a2,r) = cD~ 1 ( -r w e -r W. )] µ(t,f3) e . . + im a 1 + im a - ].(l) -2 
S(t,a1,r) + S(-t,f3,r) S(t,-a2,r) + S(-t,f3,r) 
a l + f3 + f3 a -2 
0 Here r = -
' .[2 normali zed width of the Gaussian distribution. All 
the other parame t e rs have been defined above. 
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A.7 The Response of the Multichannel Analyze r 
The last modi[ ication the perturbed angular correlntion is sub-
jected to, occurs when tltc time d e.lay information is stort!c.1 in 
different channels of the multichannel analyzer. 
In the following, it is assumed that the time -to-amplitud e 
converter and the analyzer have no differential non-linearities, or 
that the appropriate corrections were made so that eac h and e v e ry 
channel has the same, fixed time width "T". It is also assume d that 
each channel has a rectangu lar shape so than an event due to time 
d elay t has unit probability of being s tored in channel "j" if 
t. < t < t . + T and zero probability if t < t . or t ~ t . + T . 
J J J J 
A.8 The Observed Discrete Correlation Function 
It now remains to sum the continuous distribution, derived above, 
over the 
i sW '(j) 
channels' widths, 
t . + T 
i . e ., the resulting discrete distribution 
= J J W'(t)dt, where j refers to the j'th channel . The 
t. 
J 
calculation is straightforward though tedious, and the resulting 
discrete distr ibution is: 
Let 
2 2 
( ) l y t + y r t ) S t,y,r 2 e erfc E~+yr 
a nd U(t,T,y,r) S(t + T, y, r) - S(t,y,r) 
then, 
w I (j) 
where, 
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wl = U(tj,T,a 1,r) 
"-a2 [ 
a l + a2 "-
1 
+ al + "-
3 /4 2i8 5/16 A4e 
2 i8 
A 2e 
2hDL 
+ 
+ "-4 +al + 2. + "-A. + A.2 + a - "- i mL 1 
+ (/\. + 1'.4 + a 1 + 2imi) (1'. + 1'.4 - a 2 + 2imL) 
4 i8 
+ 35/64 A4 e (1'. + 1'.4 + a 1 - a 2 + 4imL) J 
(1'. + 1'.4 + a 1 +4imL)(1'.+1'.4 - a 2 + 4imL) 
1/4 A2 9/64 A4 
+ "-2 + a l +"- + "-4 + a l 
4i0 
35/64 A4 e J 
+ 1'.4 + cx1 + 4imL 
1/4 A2 9/64 A4 
+ (1'. + "-2)(1'. + "-2 +al)(/\.+ "-2 - a2 ) + (1'. + "-4)(1'. + "-4 + al )(/\. + "-4-a 2) 
3 /4 A
2
e
2 i8 
+ (1'. + 1'. 2 + 2imL)(1'. + 1'. 2 + a1 +Oia~_F E"-+1DK O - a 2 + 2imL) 
5 /16 A
4
e 2 iB 
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35/64 A
4
e
4 iB 
+ A4 +al+ 4irnL)(A 
9/64 A4 
+ )( )( ) U(-tJ.,-T, A+ A4 ,r) + (A + A 4 A + A 4 + al A + A 4 - a2 
2iB 
3/4 A2e U(-t.,-T,A + Az + 2irnL,r) 
+ 
s I 16 
+ (A + A
4 
35/64 A4e
4
i0 U(-t.,-T,A + A4 + 4imL,r) J 
+ (A. + A. 4 + 4irnL) (A + A4 + C.\ + 4irnL) (A + A4 - o:2 + 4irnL)_ 
This last result demonstrates the rather drastic modification the 
perturbed correlation pattern undergoes (fundamentally, at least) 
due to the response of the correlation apparatus. It is of interest 
to investigate the behavior of the five terms in W'(j) when the 
response of the components of the apparatus becomes perfect. 
i . e . , as r --+ 0 or a1 , a2 --+ oo • 
(a) The first term vanishes when either r --+ 0 or a 1 -~ oo . 
(b) Tile second t erm vanishes when either r --+ 0 or a 2 -+ ,,, • 
(c) The third term vanishes when either r -+ 0 or both a 1 and a2 --+ Cf• . 
(d) The fourth term vanishes only when r --+ O. 
( e ) The fifth term does not vanish in either case. 
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If r O, then S(t,y,O) 
so that for t > 0 
U(-t,-T,y,O) (1 -yt) -yt - - e e 
and so, if r = 0 as well as o:1 ---+ oo and o:2 400, the observed 
correlation reduce s to 
+ 3 4 e 
2i(8 t ) 
- ml. j 1 
-(f... + r... 2 + 2irn )T 
- f... e + f... 2 + 2 i rnL L J 
-f...4t . [9 1 - e -(f... + f...4)T 5 2i(8 - Cl\,t . ) 
+ A 4 e J Re 64 __ f..._+_f..._4 ___ + -1-6 e J 
+ 
35 
64 e 
4i ( e t ) 
- rnL j 1 
-(f... + r...4 + 2irnL)T 1 - e 
It can b e easily verified that the original correlation W(t) is 
obtained if the channel width T -+a, by transforming the discrete 
variables into continuous ones in the usual way, i.e., 
W'(j) ---+ W ' ( t) d t , t . ---+ t and T ---+ d t • 
J 
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A.9 Useful, Simplified Versions of the Observed Correlation 
Inspect ion of the "experimental 11 angular corrc 1 at ion cxpressi.on 
W'(j) reveals that several terms in i.t are i ndependent of the pre-
cession frequency. The r efore, a nalys is is simplified considerably if 
one observes the difference WD(j,B) = W'(j, + Cl\.,e) - W'(j, - mL , e ) . 
The calculation is simple if use if made of the fact that 
If, i n addition, the observation is performed at any of the angles 
B = n/4, 3n/4, 5n/4 or 7n/4 between the detectors, further simpl i-
fication is achieved and we get 
WD (.i , <J 
t-. cx2 Im{' 3/2 A2 31r/ 4) U(t.,T, o\,r) 0:1 + ( X2 + t-.2 + 0:1 + 2imL J 
+ t-. 
5/8 A4 } 
+ t-.4 + o:1 + 2imL 
t-. 3/2 0:1 Im{, A2 + U(tj,T,-a2,r) Al + 0:2 + t-. - 0:2 + 2imL 2 
+t-. 
5/8 A4 2iaJ + t-.4 - 0:2 + 
5/8 A4 (t-. + t-. 4 + o:1 - a 2 + 2imL) 
+ (t-. + A4 + o:l + 2iC!\,)(t-. + t-.4 - 0:2 + 
{ 
3/2 A2 
Im _(_t-._+_r-._
2
_ +_2_i_Cl\.--..,..)'""(t-.-+-t-.-
2
+-a-
1
- +-2-i-Cl\.-),--(t-.-+-t-.-
2
--o:-
2
-+- 2- 1-. m-L-) 
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{ 
3/2 A2 U(-t.,-T,A + Az + 2iw1 ,r) Im -(A_+_A_
2
_+_2_i_ru_
1
_)_(_A_+_A_
2
....__+_cx........_
1
_+_2_i._· m_
1
_)_(_f...._+-=-t...-
2
- --a-
2
_+_2_i_m_L_) 
5/8 A4 U(-t.,-T, A.+ t...4 + 2iru1 ,r) } 
2 iru
1
) (A. + A. 4 + o:1 + 2 im1 ) (A. + A. 4 - o~O + 2 im1 ) 
Finally, for the specific case in which Az = A.4 = 0 and whe r e 
identical detectors are used (a1 = a 2 =ex) we get : 
WD(j, B 3-rr/4) 
+ U ( t . , T , -a, r) 
J Im[; 
JU(t.,T,a,r) 1 J 
1 
- a + 
[ 
A. + 2ill\, J 
- U(t.,T,O,r)2 Im J (A. + a + 2ill\,)(A - a + 2im1 ) 
U(-tj,-T,O,r)2cx2Im[(A. + 2imL)(A + a +1zimL)(A. - ex + 2ill\,)j 
+ rE-tjI -qII+OimiIrFOa~ Im[(,+ 2i"'L)(' +; 2i"'L) (, -a + Oi"Di~}· 
The coefficient <t A2 + i6 A4 ) is seen to be proportional to 
the coefficient b
2 
in the expansion W(B)ocl +b2cos(28 ) + h 4cos(48). 
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APPENDIX B 
SOURCE THICKNESS EFFECTS ON ANGULAR CORRELATIONS 
The finite dimensions of the radioactive source have one 
obvious effect on a measurement of an angular corre lation function . 
This effect is a reduction of the anisotropy of the correlation 
function. This atte nuation is a simple consequence of the different 
contributions, from differe nt points in the source. Therefore, each 
angle on the measured correlation curve represents an average of 
a range of angles about the measured angle. The effect is similar 
to the attenuation resulting from the finite solid angles subtended 
by the radiation counters (Sec . II.2). It is important for accurate 
measur ement of angular correlation coefficients and the determination 
o f mixin g ratios of gamma rays. However, it does not modify pre-
cess ion measurements, although it makes them more difficult since it is 
easier to observe the pre cession of a highly anisotropic correlation 
pattern than an almost isotropic one. 
A much more serious e ffect is the observation of an aniso-
tropic correlation function when in fact it is completely isotropic. 
Absorption of gamma rays in the source mat e rial is responsible for 
such an effect and therefore it is enhanced in the case o f low energy 
gamma rays. If e denotes the angular separation of the two detectors 
(Fig. 1, Ch . II), then the coincidence rates at e = 180° will 
invariab l y be smaller than the rate at 8 = 90°. This effect is 
caused simply by the different thicknesses the source presents to 
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coincid e nt g amma rays at differe nt ang les. Mon i tor i ng the ' s ing l es ' 
c ount r a te s of the s e gamma ray s doe s not d e t e ct th is e frl~c t :dnc t~ 
it only helps to physically cente r the radioactive source. It is 
for this reason that very thin c y lindrical she lls we r e u sed in the 
2 2 3 
Ra me asurements. 
In conclusion, there are two major eff ects due to source 
thickness, which modi f y the correlation function. The fir s t 
attenuates it without changing its characteristics. It does not 
mod ify the results of precession measureme nts, based on the e xperi-
me ntally observe d correlation function. The s e cond, can r e sult in 
a n appe a r anc e o f a ' f ake ' corre lation function a nd a ffe ct H both 
a111 ., 11l 111" co1: r c latilln a nd pn~c e ss i on me a s ure ment s . 
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